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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The special operations forces (SOF) mission in 2007 is more diverse and demanding than at 
practically any time in history.  Few anticipated the scope or pace of operations now considered 
common in the Global War on Terror (GWOT).  SOF ground forces are expanding; but, what 
about the matching requirements for SOF aviation?  The fleet of highly specialized fixed-wing 
assets, helicopters, and unmanned air systems (UAS) that represent a crucial part of SOF 
capability are central and, arguably, increasingly important in nearly every type of SOF mission.   

From September 2006 to June 2007, the Center for Strategic and International Studies 
(CSIS) convened a working group of subject matter experts with SOF operational experience 
and industry experience to evaluate SOF aviation issues facing the Department of Defense 
(DoD).  This report integrates the overall findings. 

 
Fixed-wing Aviation.  The aging of the C-130 fleet and the need to prepare for a more 

diverse, lethal future threat environment stood out as top issues.  Entry of the CV-22 into the 
force will provide some needed capabilities.  However, by the middle of the next decade, Air 
Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) will again face a strategic planning challenge as 
to whether it can capitalize on technological advances and build a new deep insertion aircraft 
and gunship.  DoD should put together a robust strategic SOF aviation plan and support it with 
funding for manpower, operations and maintenance, spares, and upgrades. 

 
 Rotary-wing Aviation.  Conditions of the GWOT have taken a substantial toll on SOF 
helicopters, in terms of both combat losses and greatly accelerated use rates.  The future fleet 
should be sized to meet the planned expansion of special operations forces.  For the long-term, 
strategic plans should consider development of advanced tilt-rotors for joint heavy lift, although 
survivability will be a challenge in an increasingly lethal threat environment.  SOF will still need a 
blend of light, medium, and heavy helicopters to accomplish its mission set. 
 
 Unmanned Air Systems.  Already in heavy use today, unmanned air systems hold 
potential for expanded surveillance, strike, and airlift roles.  They have, in fact, become a critical 
capability in the SOF arsenal with a high demand curve.  In the near term, the inadequate 
supply of medium-altitude endurance orbits available to SOF must be addressed.  However, 
longer-range and higher-altitude systems introduce key operational questions of de-confliction, 
force allocation and apportionment expansion of ISR roles, and to what extent SOF can 
“borrow” or must own major assets.  Looking ahead, unmanned technologies have many future 
applications for special operations forces, from light lift and re-supply to direct action. 

Finally, many of the specific issues for SOF aviation dove-tailed into a broader point: 
meeting long-term demands for SOF aviation will require re-evaluation of how the SOF aviation 
program is planned and managed.  How SOF requirements are defined and resourced, as well 
as the processes for acquiring SOF capabilities need to be reassessed, as do several roles and 
missions issues. 
 
Independent Commission 
The study found that SOF aviation is at a critical crossroads between today’s under-resourced 
requirements and the increasing demands of the future security environment.  Because the 
challenges are fundamental, the secretary of defense and the Congress should create an 
independent commission to address the following issues: 
 

• A policy for expanding SOF aviation to meet the needs of a bigger SOF force  
• Force structure implications of the growing demand for SOF aviation assets for 

all types of missions, especially in response to the expanding Global SOF 
Posture (GSP) 
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• The organizational structure and acquisition strategy for developing, evaluating, 
and advocating a sustainable posture for SOF aviation 

• The place of SOF missions in long-term DoD aviation research and development 
priorities 

 
While incremental increases may ease some pressures, the real challenge is positioning SOF in 
the right roles and missions alignment so that SOF warriors – land, sea, and air – can continue 
to provide their unparalleled service to the nation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Special operations forces embody the finest qualities of the American military.  Never have their 
services been so critical to U.S. national security.  Since the Global War on Terror began on 
9/11, SOF – or at least, their effects – have been in the headlines.  While SOF often operate 
behind a veil of secrecy, most Americans appreciate their impact on national security and 
understand that elite forces require elite equipment. 

The value of special operators begins with their selection and training.  “They have 
immense will, brains, character, and perseverance,” one expert said of the SOF operators.  
“You can give them an unusual assignment, maybe some new equipment and good intelligence, 
then let them rehearse and turn them loose.  They can figure out enormously difficult problems 
and tell you the risk levels.  If it can be done, they go do it.”1 

The can-do attitude of SOF in a tactical environment is not the only ingredient for 
success.  Special operations forces, like all military forces, derive their capability from proper 
equipment, training, and organization.  The key difference, however, lies in the unique 
environments that elite forces must operate in, and their corresponding need for unique and 
highly evolved equipment relative to their conventional counterparts.  SOF aviation platforms 
reflect the most sophisticated of these special equipment needs.  Since 2001, budgets for 
special operations forces have tripled so that they can fulfill their expanded roles around the 
globe.  SOF tasking and responsibilities have moved to the center of the fight against terrorism.  
By 2006, about 85 percent of United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM or, less 
formally, SOCOM) capabilities were committed to Central Command (CENTCOM) operations, 
mainly in Afghanistan, Iraq, and the Horn of Africa, and SOF were also operating in 50 other 
countries.2   

However, there is one element of SOF that is much less in the spotlight, SOF aviation.  
SOF aviation assets range from unmanned air systems, to special helicopters and airlift, to fire 
support from AC-130 gunships and EC-130s that support the PSYOP (psychological operations) 
mission.  The collection of fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, and unmanned air systems is – in the 
words of one of our consultants, Richard Comer, a retired AFSOC major general – “the greatest 
specialized air capability in the world.”3   
 Most SOF missions rely on aviation in one form or another.  Yet, it is a surprisingly small 
force.  Air Force Special Operations Command owns about 110 aircraft.  The Army’s 160th 
Special Operations Air Regiment (SOAR) operates light attack, light assault, and medium lift 
helicopters.  Many observers believe there are also manned and unmanned aircraft in the so-
called “black world” where the highest levels of classification block discussion of their existence. 

High-tempo operations pushed SOF aviation beyond planned attrition rates.  For 
example, from September 2001 through early 2005, 10 specialized aircraft were lost, totaling 
about 9 percent of the AFSOC fleet.  USASOC’s 160th SOAR experienced similar losses, 9 
aircraft in a combat zone totaling 5 percent of the fleet.  Day-to-day fleet management is 
becoming more difficult as SOF aviation assets age at unprecedented rates.  As a result of this 
breakneck operational pace, the percentage of aircraft not available for missions due to 
maintenance backlogs has also increased.4 

There is at least some awareness of the potential challenges facing the SOF aviation 
fleet.  In 2006, the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) put priority on expanding SOF, but 

                                                
1 Unattributed, quoted in William B. Scott, “Wargames Show Special-Ops Value,” Aviation Week and Space 
Technology 155, no. 16 (15 October 2001): p. 83. 
2 Vice Admiral Eric T. Olson, speech given at AFCEA International, January 2006. 
3 Richard Comer, “Appendix I: Strategic Directions for Special Operations’ Fixed-wing Capabilities,” in SOF 
Aviation at the Crossroads, (Washington D.C.: Center for strategic and International Studies, 2007), p. 15. 
4 Lisa A. Ulshoffer and others, “AFSOC Logistics: Quiet Professionals Supporting the War,” Air and Space Power 
Journal 19, no.1 (Spring 2005).   
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neglected the concomitant aviation expansion requirement.  It set off what Lieutenant General 
Michael Wooley at Air Force Special Operations Command called “a growth spurt” that will 
include about 2000 additional personnel over the next five years.  Also, modernization plans laid 
in the 1990s are bearing fruit.  Deliveries of the CV-22 tilt-rotor aircraft have begun.  AFSOC has 
gained support in SOCOM and throughout DoD to re-capitalize its C-130s and will perhaps 
increase them in number. 

However, the trickle of new aviation assets may disguise the underlying problem.  SOF 
aviation has historically been too lean to support expanded taskings associated with the GWOT.  
For now, the policy is still to carry out just a 1:1 replacement of fixed-wing assets, for example.  
Commanders would like to increase SOF aviation capabilities both to match the projected 35 
percent increase in Special Forces (SF), SEALs, and Rangers and to meet the demand for 
irregular warfare (IW) and CONPLAN 7500.  Wooley said recently that he would like to procure 
an additional 24 MC-130s over and above the 37 slated for 1:1 replacement, although it is 
unclear what the analytic basis for this judgment is.5  Furthermore, even beyond the growth of 
land force personnel, some SOF aviation requirements, such as Predator UAS orbits, have 
increased sharply because of the changing nature of SOF missions. 
 SOF aviation is at a crossroads.  The structure as it stands was built in a time of robust, 
excess aviation capacities, and before the maturation of UAVs.  SOF aviation platforms were 
sized for a smaller SOF force with a much more limited set of missions. 

Today, SOF is facing new challenges.  Will SOF aviation assets be able to adapt to this 
new environment? 

 
Study Methodology 
From September 2006 to June 2007, the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) 
convened a working group of subject matter experts with SOF operational and industry 
experience to evaluate SOF aviation issues facing the Department of Defense.  In Phase 1, 
consultants provided briefings on fixed-wing, rotary-wing, UAVs, tilt-rotors, and “out of the box” 
systems and concepts.  Throughout the process, lively debate centered on the roles and 
missions for SOF aviation, relationships with the institutional Army and Air Force, and the 
challenge of planning for future requirements.  In Phase 2, the working group met twice to 
discuss main findings and review the final paper. 
 This paper integrates the overall findings.  In addition to the fleet categories, it also has 
sections on requirements, resources and acquisition, and roles and missions issues.  Separate 
appendices cover fixed-wing requirements, rotary-wing issues, and the roles of SOF unmanned 
air systems.  These provide a deeper treatment of each issue and reflect the authors’ research 
and conclusions – whether the group agreed with them or not.  Similarly, this integrating paper 
has been vetted by the working group; but, its conclusions should be taken to represent only the 
views of its authors.  There was much lively debate throughout the study.   
 
Backstory 
To place SOF aviation issues in their proper context, it is important to begin with an overview of 
how the special operations community is organized and funded.  Special operations forces have 
an impressive legacy going back to World War II and before.  However, today’s SOF were re-
organized over twenty years ago under the 1986 Nunn-Cohen Amendment to the FY1987 
Defense Authorization Act (with subsequent legislation in 1987 and 1988).  That watershed 
legislation separated SOF into a distinct combatant command named United States Special 
Operations Command.  SOCOM was set up as a mini-service department and given its own 
funding stream within the Department of Defense budget under Major Force Program 11 (MFP-

                                                
5 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, remarks made to the Defense Writers Group, 9 May 2007. 
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11).  MFP-11 covers major costs such as personnel, operations and maintenance, and the 
SOF-unique part of the acquisition costs of selected aircraft upgrades.   

However, MFP-11 has one major disconnect that separates it from other major force 
programs.  It does not fund acquisition of SOF aircraft such as the CV-22.  MFP-11 does pay for 
the SOF-unique RDT&E and acquisition costs – for example, it supports about 15 percent of the 
cost of each CV-22 – but the bulk of the R&D and production costs for SOF fixed-wing aircraft 
and helicopters are assumed by either the Air Force or the Army.  Money from MFP-11 funds 
specialized equipment and upgrades.  Only in the case of a unique SOF aircraft would SOCOM 
be responsible for funding initial R&D, which creates an incentive that makes SOCOM prone to 
modify existing aircraft rather than develop its own. 
 The organization for special operations forces was designed to function within the 
mission requirements of the 1980s, when SOF had a key but limited set of roles.   Before 2001, 
most thought of SOF in two ways: as a specialized capability best used for raids in extreme 
circumstances, and as advisers and trainers to foreign military forces.  The “raid” culture was 
especially powerful.  SOF carried out a raid on the Son Tay prison camp in November 1970 
(only to find the camp empty) and attempted the rescue of American hostages in Iran in 1980 
(only to abort the raid after two aircraft crashed during a refueling operation6).  Operation Desert 
Storm in 1991 saw limited but successful use of SOF.  However, commanders were reluctant to 
integrate SOF with the massive conventional campaign. 

Stress on the organizational structure began to impact SOF aviation in the 1990s.  After 
the end of the Cold War, flat defense budgets minimized funding for SOF from 1993 to 2000 
during the so-called “procurement holiday.”  Although SOF capabilities were used frequently in 
raid missions and advisory and assistance, there was little incentive for big changes in long-
range strategic planning for modernization of SOF.  The two major aviation platforms to emerge 
from the 1990s were the CV-22 and the innocuous-looking Predator UAS.  

The SOF mission in 2007, by contrast, is more diverse and demanding than at any time 
in its history.  Few anticipated the ongoing planning and operations now common in the GWOT.   
 The Global War on Terror has reset the posture for SOF for the foreseeable future. In 
2001, operations in Afghanistan absorbed a tremendous share of SOF capabilities due to the 
unique operational design where SOF coordinated indigenous forces countrywide as well as 
coalition air forces.  Since then, SOF have kept up an extensive direct action mission.  Today 
SOF are often the ones providing “actionable intelligence” in the hunt for al Qaeda in Iraq.  They 
continue to scour Afghanistan for resurgent Taliban.  They operate globally, in every theater, to 
gain information and intelligence, and to train allies and friends in sophisticated counterterrorist 
techniques.     

On top of this, they maintain the ability to take a significant role in major joint campaigns.  
At the beginning of Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003, Coalition SOF supported the air 
component by controlling key points and wide swaths of territory across western Iraq.  SOF 
personnel were practically the only forces on the ground there for an extended period of time. 
 Under the Unified Command Plan (UCP), SOCOM has the lead for DoD GWOT efforts 
in direct missions against terrorists.  The responsibilities that fall under SOCOM include 
integrating strategy, plans, and intelligence priorities; fine-tuning theater security cooperation by 
regional commanders; planning campaigns against terrorist networks; and command and 
control of operations on multiple continents. 

Indirect missions, such as foreign internal defense (FID), are, also, a major growth area.  
In the aviation realm, SOF operators helped teach counterparts in the Philippines to improve 
night operations with use of night vision goggles, for example, thereby greatly extending their 

                                                
6 The origins of SOCOM reportedly derive from congressional reaction to botched the Operation Urgent Fury – both 
Senator Nunn and Senator Cohen have said that it was responsible for their amendment, which established 
USSOCOM, ASD (SO/LIC), and MFP-11. 
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reach against insurgents.  SOCOM anticipates that foreign internal defense missions may triple 
or quadruple in the future.7  This sort of continuous global fight was not part of the vision when 
SOCOM was created.   

Since the Vietnam era, SOF have been able to rely on taking the “extras” from large Air 
Force and Army fleets of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft.  In some instances, such as the Air 
Force decision in the late 1980s to resource AFSOC headquarters from its Combat Search and 
Rescue (CSAR) force, SOCOM received both aircraft and additional missions.  Much of the 
AFSOC fixed-wing fleet is made up of variants of the C-130, for example.  Army SOF 
helicopters such as the MH-47 are modified versions of helicopters flown by the conventional 
Army.  Now, those fleets are “aging out”  (that is, reading the end of their useful life) just as DoD 
policies started calling for expanding SOF in the wake of 9/11.  

The supply of SOF aviation has often fallen short of demand.  For example, SOCOM has 
never been funded to acquire platforms, just to modify and operate them.  At times, SOCOM 
has curtailed its own demand for aviation assets due to concerns about paying to man and 
operate a larger fleet on a small budget.  Friction between SOCOM and the services has also 
been a contributing factor. 

The net result is an increasing shortfall.  Global taskings over the past six years have 
tilted the balance precariously, but the long-term expansion of SOF threatens to derail it 
altogether.  Simply put, the QDR policy direction makes it essential to re-evaluate the increased 
demand for SOF aviation to conduct irregular warfare and GWOT missions and what it will take 
to meet the increased demand. 

Many positive forces are in play that could significantly expand SOF aviation capabilities 
in the near term.  Attention from the 2006 QDR report was a great boon, despite its neglect of 
SOF aviation.  Senior leaders’ appreciation of the importance of SOF missions in general has 
probably never been higher.  SOF aviation has received some funding for combat loss 
replacements.   

On the negative side, SOF aviation is facing a looming crisis due to aging in its relatively 
small inventory.  Tempting new technologies from stealth to vertical lift open up the prospect of 
a very different SOF fleet – but it will take major moves in money, strategy, and organizational 
process to achieve them.  Although DoD, albeit under a congressional mandate, is exploring the 
option of Joint Heavy Lift Vertical (JHLV), rotary-wing technology is bumping up against physical 
limits that has led some to seek a replacement for the helicopter altogether.  Unmanned air 
systems present an entirely new additional expense for SOF aviation as the demands for more 
UAS orbits continues to grow.   

All of this suggests that the organizational structures and roles and missions put in place 
20 years ago may not be up to the job.  Signs of stress are showing now, and they will only get 
worse even though some band-aids have been applied to the problem.   
 
MAJOR ISSUES FOR SOF AVIATION 
Before turning to the broader implications of how SOF aviation requirements are defined and 
resourced, this section discusses the predominant issues involved with each of the three 
primary SOF aviation areas. 
     
Fixed-wing Aviation 
Fixed-wing aviation resides mainly in the Air Force and has its roots in the air mobility 
(transport) community.  The 1987 creation of SOCOM pulled existing Air Force SOF units into a 
new component command, and established Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) 
as an Air Force major command in 1990.  The initial Air Force component of SOCOM was 23rd 

                                                
7 Lieutenant General Wooley remarks. 
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Air Force, a miscellaneous grouping of airlift assets dominated by C-130 variants.  The aircraft 
were designed to operate in low-to-medium threat environments.   

The philosophy behind SOF fixed-wing aviation was to use aircraft already in existence, 
usually older models, and modify them into SOF variants for specific missions.  “From the 
beginning, there was little or no expectation of specific or unique procurements of SOF-only, 
fixed-wing aircraft,” notes Major General Comer.8  Principal AFSOC fixed-wing aircraft include: 

 
• AC-130 Spectre gunship, whose mission is precise close-air support in medium-to-low 

threat environments 
• MC-130H Combat Talon II, equipped for combat mobility and some helicopter air 

refueling 
• MC-130P Shadow, the principal refueling platform for SOF helicopters 
• EC-130 Command Solo configured for psychological operations missions such as 

broadcast 
• CV-22 Osprey, a tilt-rotor mobility and insertion platform just entering the fleet9  

 
At just about 100 aircraft, the fleet is small and challenging to maintain at many global 

locations.  Major modifications and acquisition of airframes at different times have created a 
fleet with many specialized assets.  For example, the gunships are modified C-130s but come in 
various different types of original aircraft.   

Not all aircraft belong to SOCOM due to an odd organizational arrangement.  Aircraft 
stationed in the Pacific belong to Pacific Command (PACOM) and can be substituted for 
continental U.S. (CONUS) based aircraft going to the Middle East only after negotiations with 
PACOM to ensure some backfill of PACOM requirements.10  The much larger conventional 
services can absorb this sort of force tie-down, but small SOF find it much more difficult as the 
demand for their capabilities expands.    

Under the Global SOF Posture, numbers of aircraft matter more than ever before.  To 
meet requirements, AFSOC will station most fixed-wing aircraft in the continental United States.  
Cannon AFB in New Mexico is currently expected to become a new hub for SOF aircraft and a 
training base.  Fixed-wing SOF assets for regional commanders will for the most part be 
sourced from CONUS.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

The AFSOC fleet has actually grown at a steady rate since combat operations 
commenced in 2001.  AFSOC will get 12 MC-130Ws to replace 5 combat losses (4 MC-130H 
and 1 MC-130P)11.  However, the fixed-wing SOF aviation fleet is short in aircraft numbers.  
DoD accepted risk in 1997 when the nation was planning forces for two major theater wars (Iraq 
and Korea) and the SOF role was different. 

However, the key issue is coping with the expanded mission and supplying enough 
aviation assets for a bigger SOF force.  Although the current tempo has many SOF units 
operating at a 1:1 ratio (1 SOF aviator training or in “the pipeline” for every 1 in combat), 
SOCOM elements are generally postured at a 4:1 ratio to support training, extended 
deployment, and combat readiness.  SOF aviation, however, could be postured and sustained 
at less than 4:1.   

SOF fixed-wing aviation is managed differently.  For the Air Force as a whole, there are 
many “high-demand, low-density” assets such as AWACS that experience 1:1 ratios or worse.  
The difference with SOF fixed-wing aviation is that SOF expansion will spike demand for lift, 
helicopter refueling, etc.  Try as they might, there may be gaps in what SOF aviation can 

                                                
8 Comer, Appendix I: Strategic Directions for Special Operations’ Fixed-wing Capabilities, pg. 18. 
9 For organizational purposes, AFSOC treats the tilt-rotor CV-22 as a fixed-wing asset. 
10 Comer, Appendix I: Strategic Directions for Special Operations’ Fixed-wing Capabilities, pg. 20. 
11 Damian Housman, “Highly Modified MC-130 Ready for War on Terrorism,” Air Force News, 29 June 2006. 
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provide to expanded SOF “land” forces.  SOF aviation capabilities should be expanded over the 
next five years to prevent shortfalls.   

Hence, the major near-term issue for DoD is how to provide additional aircraft (and 
people) so that SOF fixed-wing aviation stays abreast of the expanding SOF mission.  It should 
be possible to augment the fixed-wing fleet with refurbishment of Air Force C-130s and with 
purchases of aircraft such as the JCA or the C-130J.  This process is already underway with the 
planed 12 MC-130Ws.  SOCOM’s budget will also have to expand to cover personnel and 
operations and maintenance funding for additional fixed-wing aircraft. 

Major strategic planning issues will affect the SOF fixed-wing fleet over the next 10 years 
and beyond.  Current plans are on track to sustain capability, but could be put in jeopardy by 
funding cuts. 

Replacement of the fleet’s C-130s should be at the top of the list.  The current plan 
seeks about 115 new aircraft for AFSOC with deliveries beginning in 2011.  SOCOM has 
validated a 1:1 replacement strategy pending an Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) that is 
underway.  The AoA will also evaluate what constitutes a robust replacement number given 
expanded SOF missions. 

A second major issue is the gunship.  While the Spectre gunships are performing well, 
ironically, the newer AC-130Us are experiencing wing-box problems that could lead to flight 
restrictions.  AFSOC has a different vision for the next gunship.  Instead of being a converted 
mobility platform like gunships of the past, AFSOC wants the next generation gunship to be able 
to operate 24 hours a day, in all weather.  Due to its speed and signature, today’s gunships are 
very vulnerable in the daytime.  The new gunship will most likely deliver directed-energy (e.g., 
laser, high-powered microwave) weapons.  A requirement for 24-hour operations will 
necessitate greater survivability and perhaps a stealthy airframe.  The Joint Requirements 
Oversight Council (JROC) has directed that gunship considerations be included in the 
evaluation of future long-range strike.  Senior USAF and AFSOC leaders hope to see the 
requirements converge.  Under the current structure, this need for additional SOF aviation 
capability will be met only if the Air Force buys a larger number of platforms that meet this 
mission profile.                                                                                                                                                     

Finally, there is the likely need for radical advances in lift.  This may include a stealthy 
mobility platform, or a vertical lift platform such as a more efficient tilt-rotor.  The SOF fixed-wing 
fleet will also need to diversify with aircraft smaller than the C-130 to provide the ubiquitous 
presence required by the GWOT and, perhaps, will also include aircraft larger than the C-130 to 
provide the lift needed for new IED-resistant tactical land vehicles which are large and heavy. 

To sum up, SOF aviation fixed-wing assets are receiving attention after a long period of 
gradual erosion in the 1990s and sudden over tasking after 2001.  Much depends on whether 
DoD will have the foresight to put together a robust strategic plan and support it with funding for 
manpower, operations and maintenance, spares, and upgrades.  By the middle of the next 
decade, AFSOC will again face a strategic planning challenge as to whether it can capitalize on 
technological advances and build a new gunship.   
 
Rotary-wing Aviation 
Most SOF rotary wing assets belong to the Army.  A major exception is the 28 Air Force MH-53 
heavy lift helicopters, slated to retire in 2008 as the CV-22 fleet grows.  The 160th Special 
Operations Aviation Regiment is the primary rotary-wing aviation support for SOF.  Navy SEALs 
and Marine special operators also rely on the 160th SOAR.  The 160th SOAR “Nightstalkers” was 
created from the 101st Airborne Division as Task Force 160.  It became an airborne unit in 1986 
and stood up in its present configuration in 1990.  The Army Special Operations Aircraft 
(ARSOA) helicopter fleet has light and medium attack and assault helicopters and medium-lift 
helicopters.  Together they provide capability for an array of infiltration/exfiltration missions, fire 
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support, re-supply, and other surveillance missions.  SOF operators seemingly believe that it is 
essential to sustain the mix.  The 160th SOAR’s primary platforms are: 
 

• MH-6M and AH-6M “Little Bird” light helicopters 
The AH-6M carries weapons, communications, and sensors such as forward-looking 
infrared (FLIR) sensors optimized for close air support and armed escort.  The MH-6M 
focuses on light transport for infiltration, exfiltration, and combat assault.   

• MH-60 Black Hawk utility helicopters 
Three variants are in the inventory, including the MH-60DAP, which is a more 
sophisticated version modified for direct action. 

• MH-47 Chinook medium lift assault helicopters 
MH-47E has been modified with additional power for high/hot operating conditions.  The 
MH-4E/G modification includes an all-weather cockpit and fast rope personnel insertion 
systems.  The MH-47s are medium assault and re-supply platforms that saw a lot of 
combat in Afghanistan where altitude restrictions limited other helicopters.   

 
Conditions of the GWOT have taken their toll on the SOF helicopters.  While there are no 

complete statistics, numerous helicopters have been lost.  The study identified three main issue 
areas for SOF rotary-wing aviation: fleet sizing to meet expanded SOF needs; inventory 
maintenance; and research and development of new systems. 
 ARSOA must grow its fleet size to support increased size and operating tempo of SOF 
worldwide.  Already, a fourth battalion has stood up with the MH-47. 
 Additionally, long-term strategic planning for SOF may face a big challenge in 
developing a replacement for helicopter technology.  After all, the MH-47s are based on a 
design dating from the late 1950s and early 1960s.  Even with upgrades and modifications, the 
Chinook is no longer state-of-the-art. 
 Experts suggest that the way forward may be to invest in more efficient tilt-rotors for joint 
heavy lift.  JHLV concepts currently being studied promise to deliver more lift and range through 
greater efficiency, since the MC-47 will have problems carrying existing and future armored 
vehicles.  One concept is for a quad-tilt-rotor aircraft.  However, funding for a full research and 
development program is beyond the means of the SOF aviation community.  Additionally, under 
the terms of MFP-11, the Army, Air Force, or another service would have to fund the program to 
buy the airframe.  Such a program would cost billions.  
 
Unmanned Air Systems 
Across DoD, unmanned air systems now range from small hand-launched systems that an 
operator may use to watch over the immediate area, to the Global Hawk, capable of ranging 
thousands of miles at high altitudes for a day at a time.  More than any other element of SOF 
aviation, the demand for these systems has skyrocketed due to a combination of capability and 
mission need since 9/11.  In fact, working group participants reported that SOF leaders consider 
Predator UAS orbits, which provide critical real-time “full-motion video,” to be the most critical 
pacing function and shortfall for man-hunting missions in CENTCOM. 
 Although most are unaware of their contributions, unmanned air systems have been part 
of the SOF world for decades.  Jet-powered, remotely piloted vehicles (RPV) conducted 
reconnaissance before the 1972 Son Tay raid – in fact, it was an RPV mission that found 
American prisoners at that location.  They made an appearance again in El Salvador’s Project 
Grey Wolf in 1984, where the RPV monitored guerrilla and drug operations.  Pioneer UAVs took 
part in the Scud hunt during Operation Desert Storm in 1991 and were used as part of a test 
program by the 5th Special Forces Group.   
 However, it is only in recent years that unmanned systems have attained better 
standards of reliability and closer integration into SOF concepts of operations.  Unmanned 
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systems are more effective than ever due to a combination of better electronics, GPS coverage, 
and their inherent capabilities that match post-9/11 mission needs.  SOF demand for UAS orbits 
since 9/11 has exceeded supply and continues to grow.  To meet SOF needs, the Air Force 
operates (and funds) an entire squadron of Predators dedicated to SOF use.  Still, research 
indicates that the Predator’s indispensable capabilities for full motion video and other sensing 
are meeting only a fraction of the warfighter demand, just for supporting SOF direct action 
missions.  To get an idea of the level of effort required, one source noted that it took upwards of 
300 hours of Predator surveillance to prepare for and execute the June 2006 strike that killed 
the leader of al Qaeda in Iraq, Abu Musab al Zarqawi.  It is not just the highest priority missions 
that have been limited by capability shortfall for other important SOF missions get only minimal 
UAS support.  
 SOCOM has done a good job of providing small, inexpensive UAS to their ground units.  
In general, individual- and squad-level systems are widely (and rightly) regarded as subject to 
the unique requirements of the procuring unit.  Hence, SOCOM has the ability to field the 
systems it needs, and commanders have expressed a desire for every SOF operator to go into 
action with a short-range, hand-held UAV for local over-watch.  The small UAVs are regarded 
more as SOF operator equipment similar to communications, body armor, etc.  Because they 
operate at very low altitudes, UAVs generally do not pose a major problem in airspace de-
confliction.  Earlier problems with small UAS-type proliferation has largely been addressed 
within SOCOM.  Previously, a decentralized approach had every unique unit buying their own 
UAS. 
 As with other elements of SOF aviation, the problem surfaces with higher-priced 
systems that MFP-11 cannot handle or that cause major tradeoffs or opportunity costs for other 
SOCOM elements.  Even though larger systems like Predator are not as expensive as their 
manned counterparts, the cost of providing adequate number of SOF-dedicated Predators is still 
large enough that SOCOM would have difficulty funding them internally.  Like its sister services, 
SOCOM also lacks an organic internal warfighter constituency for UAS advocacy, which 
contributes further to shortfalls in meeting the soaring demand for UAS. 
 Medium-altitude endurance UAS orbit capacity, therefore, remains the key SOF aviation 
shortfall in the near term.  For example, the Air Force’s 46th Expeditionary Reconnaissance 
Squadron at Balad Air Base, Iraq reported a record number of Predator flights in June 2007 – 
175 combat sorties totaling about 3,200 hours – as its commander, Major Jon Dagley claims 
that “currently, the Predator is the most requested asset in theater” and predicted that “the 
demand will only continue to skyrocket.”12  However, air vehicle de-confliction has emerged as a 
key operational challenge with the proliferation of UAS flights in the skies over places like 
Baghdad.  SOF manned aviation forces are among those most at risk if de-confliction fails.  
“Going beak to beak with an unmanned aerial vehicle is a nightmare scenario for me,” AFSOC 
commander Lieutenant General Michael Wooley said recently.  A SOF airman told one working 
group member that his greatest risk was not enemy fire, but Predators, since his AC-130 
gunship crew had experienced several near misses.  The Air Force insists that the decentralized 
control of unmanned air systems – that is, ground units use them without coordinating with the 
Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) – both increases flight risk and decreases the 
ability to concentrate key assets in mission-critical areas.  Army commanders, however, insist 
that the JFACC cannot handle the volume of assets or numerous mission changes that occur 
with UAS orbits.  The intensity of this roles and mission debate is reflected in the fact that the 
Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) was unable to broker an acceptable solution and 
that the issue has migrated to authorization committee hearings on Capitol Hill. 

                                                
12 Master Sergeant Steve Horton, “Predator Soars to Record Number of Sorties,” Defend America, 10 August 2007, 
http://www.defendamerica.mil/articles/aug2007/a080810wm1.html. 
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 As suggested above, the issue resolves around control and money.  What control should 
SOF have over various UAS orbits in the theater?  Who should pay for the systems, and more 
importantly, the manpower and support organizations that sophisticated UAS assets require? 
   Manpower and operations and maintenance costs would have to be adequately 
planned and resourced within SOCOM, or agreements need to be forged with the Air Force and 
the Army to provide those services, which could lead to the same endemic capability shortfalls 
that plague SOF manned aviation.  As stated in the 2006 QDR report, the Air Force has 
established a Predator squadron dedicated to SOF missions and recently stood up an 
intelligence squadron for AFSOC geared to fusing multi-source intelligence.  However, the issue 
of control over and funding for SOF unmanned air systems is proving to be one of the more 
vexing challenges since the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act.  Can the services and combatant 
commands cooperate to provide the UAS capabilities needed for the mission, or must each 
agency own and control their own assets, resulting in unnecessary redundancy and cost?   
 In the far-term out to 2025 and beyond, every indication suggests that the rapid 
expansion of the demand for SOF UAS will continue and expand beyond ISR into other mission 
areas.  If, as the 2006 QDR report states, the GWOT becomes a more globally distributed effort, 
UAS orbits will need to expand accordingly.  The role of aviation foreign internal defense will 
also likely expand, as will the UAS portion of it.  The need for covert or low-observable SOF 
UAS capability will be driven by the demands of the counterterrorism and counterproliferation 
missions in denied areas.  Emerging mission areas for SOF UAS assets include precision strike, 
high altitude stealthy airborne communications nodes and GPS surrogates, non-optical 
surveillance, covert sensor emplacement, long-range aerial supply, urban infiltration, sensing, 
targeting, and strike, among others. 
 
Future Mission Needs for SOF Aviation 
Although near-term capability shortfalls are vexing, the most serious question looming over SOF 
aviation is how to prepare to meet future mission requirements.  A more geographically 
dispersed approach to the GWOT, the problems posed by a rising or revanchist great powers 
and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) pose an expanding set of mission 
demands for SOCOM, and, by extension, SOF aviation. 
 The practice of building SOF aviation from leftover assets of large Air Force and Army 
fleets delivered capability quickly and cheaply, but it also meant that special operations forces 
“made do” with modified airframes.  Systems designed specifically for SOF were not feasible for 
a small fleet.  Recent funding has focused on rebuilding the SOF aviation fleet – but not 
necessarily on reconfiguring it for future needs. 
 For example, perhaps the most demanding future mission might be extended- range 
insertion of forces.  SOF typically must plan to execute the mission within “one period of 
darkness.”  However, more netted, lethal air defense environments could significantly 
compromise this ability.  The threat level is being addressed.  Upgrade programs have sought to 
reduce the infrared signature of SOF C-130s and to improve countermeasures.  A new aircraft 
that could cover long distances, land on unimproved surfaces, and return without refueling 
would be a substantial capability increase.  This aircraft would also have to be survivable. 
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Many experts, however, contend that SOF aviation has a widening gap in other areas as 
well: 
 

• Unmanned aerial re-supply 
Operators point to the appeal of using an unmanned air system for light re-supply 
missions for deployed special operations forces. 

• Helicopter technology 
As the decades-old helicopter technology reaches its limits, new helicopter design or tilt-
rotor solutions may ultimately have to replace current rotary-wing platforms. 

 
Each of these prospects would require focused and well-funded research and development 
programs to bring them to fruition.  A common barrier is the fear that since SOF will not buy 
airframes in quantity, the Department of Defense will not approve development of SOF-specific 
aircraft. 
   
REQUIREMENTS, RESOURCES, AND ACQUISITION 
Many of the issues in fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and unmanned air systems dovetail into one 
major point: meeting long-term demands for SOF aviation will require re-evaluation of how the 
SOF aviation program is planned and managed.  SOF aviation is in the midst of its biggest 
recapitalization in years.  However, it is appropriate to ask if the unique features of SOCOM – 
set up over 20 years ago – still serve the nation given the likely expansion of SOF missions.  

Under its terms of organization, SOCOM spends MFP-11 funds only for SOF-unique 
equipment and requirements, not for major airframe acquisition.  At its best, the unique 
organizational features of SOCOM give SOF aviation two potential sources of support: SOCOM 
itself, and the services.  On the other hand, an acquisition system, culturally and 
organizationally oriented to equipping the land warrior does not necessarily fit the needs of 
strategic planning for SOF aviation. 
 
Requirements   
The current paradigm for determining SOF aviation requirements is a cumbersome process.  A 
system generally designed for equipping small, relatively inexpensive land forces does not 
appear to fit the needs of SOF aviation.  The requirements process is most deficient in three 
areas.  First, no end-to-end systems requirements formulation is possible because MFP-11 
does not support new system research and development costs.  Second, negotiating trades 
between service-common and SOF-unique systems is a rocky process even when both the 
services and SOCOM want it to work.  Third, gaps between strategic planning in service 
planning and SOCOM plans for SOF aviation make it harder to use methods such as spirals to 
deliver capability over time. 
 
Resources   
Despite the increases in funding over the last few years, SOF aviation remains under-
resourced.  There are three main shortfalls.  First is that resources are set for a small fleet that 
may have been under-resourced even for a pre-9/11 security environment and could not have 
anticipated the explosion of demand for UAS assets.  Second is the question of who pays for 
additional manpower, operations, and support for more aviation assets.  Third is the absolute 
lack of resources for developing SOF-unique aircraft. 
 
Acquisition 
Abundant issues in requirements and resources point to a need to re-evaluate the SOF aviation 
acquisition process, which is one of the most complex in DoD.  For example, it may be time to 
consider a single manager for SOF aviation with authority to reach across service and SOCOM 
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budgets and processes.  The absence of a single manager makes it difficult to make the trade-
offs normally required for recapitalization.   
 
ROLES AND MISSIONS 
Several roles and mission issues emerged as the study considered the requirements for near-
term expansion for the GWOT, and the need to craft a comprehensive strategic plan for SOF 
aviation. 
  
DoD Statutory Authorities   
While roles and missions are usually issues worked out between the services, the first roles and 
missions issue for SOF aviation concerns the role of DoD.  With the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols 
Act, Congress had in mind several explicit objectives such as strengthening civilian control over 
the military, giving combatant commanders authorities in line with their responsibilities, putting 
more emphasis on strategy and contingency planning, and achieving more efficient use of 
defense dollars.  Goldwater-Nichols is widely credited with creating mechanisms that improved 
joint warfighting, but the impact that the Nunn-Cohen Amendment to that Act had on the SOF 
community was markedly different from its impact on the rest of DoD.  While the creation of 
SOCOM sought to improve special operations capabilities, the remedies were highly specific 
and, in some places, almost went against the overall ethos of the legislation. 

With SOCOM, Congress created a composite command with two functions.  SOCOM is 
an operational command, with combatant authority, that employs forces directly (via Joint 
Special Operations Command or JSOC) and provides forces to the geographical combatant 
commanders (GCC).  It is also a planning, programming, and budgeting entity in charge of 
spending funds via MFP-11 and formulating requirements for combat capability.  Nowhere else 
in DoD are these two authorities under one roof.  The secretary of the Army retains planning, 
programming, and budget authority under DoD guidance.  Army troops on the ground in 
Afghanistan, for example, are commanded by a joint task force commander (currently an Army 
general) who works for a combatant commander (currently a Navy admiral) who works directly 
for the civilian secretary of defense and the president, who is commander-in-chief.  Hence, 
SOCOM is almost like the military departments of old which both provided forces (with its Title 
10 responsibility to organize, train and equip) and employed forces (that is, commanded them 
during operations). 

Against this double authority, the position of assistant secretary of defense for special 
operations has struggled to achieve real traction and authority, which has meant that SOCOM, 
already a composite unit with Title 10 responsibilities, has received less civilian oversight as the 
services.  Long-range strategic planning has likewise been constrained in a busy command that 
is culturally more comfortable with tactics.  And while MFP-11 does guard money for operations, 
maintenance, and some new equipment and upgrades, the budget is still relatively small and 
forces artificial choices.  For example, manpower expansion is difficult due to questions about 
funding for sustaining the costs associated with extra people.  Major acquisitions are off-limits 
due to their high cost. 

MFP-11 was structured for the world of 20 years ago and the compromises made at that 
time inside DoD to create MFP-11 may not be adequate to today’s security environment.  It is 
time to ask if it serves a broad enough role to ensure efficient long-term planning and resourcing 
for a bigger SOF community dealing daily with a high operations tempo.   
  
Aviation Foreign Internal Defense 
Aviation FID is not a new role for special operations forces but it is an expanding one.  Always 
championed as a valuable mechanism, many now see FID as having the potential to make 
foreign militaries more effective in GWOT tasks so they can “drain the swamp” and not just fight 
the alligators.   
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 Aviation has long been an important element of FID.  Aviation FID supports the broader 
host nation strategy, and functions best as part of an integrated defense effort.  The focus is on 
securing the population and neutralizing hostile elements.  As an internal measure, airpower 
functions in FID are not those of a classic state-on-state air campaign.  Partner nation use of 
aircraft will be the force multiplier to make their ground forces more effective in fighting internal 
insurgencies and terrorist groups.  The main impact of aviation FID resembles civil support with 
a peacekeeping focus.  Logistics, mobility, and ISR tasks are often the most important.  The 
host nation typically uses its own inventory of aircraft.  U.S. advisers assist with tasks such as 
training pilots, providing maintenance, and improving airfield operations.  There are two options 
for expanded FID: 
 

• FID family of aircraft 
Obtain a family of aircraft for the FID mission to serve as a training basis.  Increase SOF 
manpower – possibly via rotation with conventional forces or contractors – to provide 
more FID capability. 
 

• Packaged FID 
Develop and offer end-to-end FID aviation capability solutions, centered around ready 
airframes with operators and maintainers. 

 
In either case, we concluded that the SOF role in aviation FID is due to expand.  This expansion 
should take place primarily under the auspices of AFSOC.  The FID mission may need 
enhanced formal recognition via a roles and missions review. 
 
Enhancing SOF Aviation Advocacy   
A roles and missions review should also consider ways to enhance SOF aviation advocacy in 
the Pentagon.  The unique status of SOCOM as active command and mini-service department 
is a factor here.  For that reason, the question of enhancing advocacy belongs in a roles and 
missions review.13   
 
CONCLUSION 
SOF aviation is at a critical turning point.  All three types of SOF aviation face fundamental 
challenges.  For the fixed-wing fleet, the challenge is to increase force levels commensurate 
with continuous global tasking, and look to a more coherent process for procuring platforms 
better optimized for their SOF missions.  Both the fixed-wing and rotary-wing fleet requires 
recapitalization of an aging force and preparation to take advantage of any major technical 
breakthroughs.  With unmanned air systems, demand greatly exceeds supply for larger 
systems.  In the long-term, expanding missions and greater UAS capacity will strain the current 
SOCOM ad-hoc orientation to UAS acquisition.  Although numbers of UAS tasked to SOF are 
increasing, there are major questions ahead about ownership as well as command and control. 
 These challenges cannot be met simply by a 10 percent or even a 20 percent increase 
in budgets.  Some issues involve evaluating prospects for major new programs; others demand 
a fresh look at force levels; still others require attention to manpower and sustainability.  It may 
also be time, as one of the study members suggested, to look at joint solutions, not just for SOF, 
but also for all land warriors, on how to provide joint support from the vertical dimension (air, 
space, and cyberspace). 

                                                
13 Although the House Armed Services Committee has included the creation of a congressional roles and missions 
panel in its markup of the FY 2008 defense authorization bill, this study recommends the creation of an independent 
commission to address these issues. 
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 What stood out in the study was that each of these issues linked to the organizational 
process for SOF aviation requirements, which were designed for an earlier era and not for the 
high SOF demand of the post-9/11 world.  It is time for the secretary of defense and for the 
Congress to create an independent commission to address the following issues: 
 

• A policy for expanding SOF aviation to meet the needs of a bigger SOF force and a 
leading role in the Long War 

• Force structure implications of the growing demand for SOF aviation assets for all types 
of mission, especially in response to the Global SOF Posture 

• The organizational structure for developing, evaluating and advocating a sustainable 
posture for SOF aviation 

• The place of SOF missions in long-term DoD aviation research and development 
priorities 

 
Change is necessary to make SOF aviation a more robust fleet for the long-term.  While 
incremental increases may ease some pressures, the challenge is positioning SOF in the right 
roles and missions alignment so that SOF warriors – land, sea and air – can continue to provide 
their unparalleled service to the nation. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

Strategic Directions for Special Operations’ Fixed-wing Capabilities 
Major General Richard Comer, USAF (Ret.) 

 
A NEW ERA DAWNS1 
Lieutenant General Clay Bailey knew he and his command would face tremendous demands in 
the days ahead.  He also knew he was in a real predicament.  Bailey sat in his command center 
at the United States Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) at Hurlburt Field, Florida 
while he watched the horrifying events of September 11, 2001.  The general knew he would 
soon face large requirements to put his planes, helicopters, crews, and full capabilities for 
sustainment in the field for a long and protracted war requiring virtually all the assets under his 
command.  During an earlier assignment when he had two-stars, he served in United States 
Special Operations Command (SOCOM) as the J-3 (director of operations) where it was his job 
to coordinate with the Pentagon and cut orders sending special operations forces (SOF) to any 
troublesome place in the world.  He knew his old office was already churning, working their 
communications with the burning Pentagon. 

For a major command in the United States Air Force, AFSOC was relatively small, only 
12,800 people and just over 100 aircraft, not all of which were combat configured.  Air Force 
Reserve or National Guard units that would have to be mobilized constituted a quarter of the 
command.  Another 30 percent of Bailey’s people were base support personnel.   

His biggest consideration was the aircraft under his command.  AFSOC owns the 
greatest specialized air capability in the world and its commander knew these aircraft would be 
in demand for the operations about to begin.  Few people understood the complexity of 
providing his aircraft to the fight.  It was Bailey’s job to make it look easy to anyone outside his 
command, but he knew he had some problems. 

 He felt his combat forces were adequate in number for short duration missions and 
deployments, and his squadrons regularly conducted large special operations exercises and 
filled three-month rotations in support of no-fly zones in small numbers.  It was a good force 
structure for conducting raids or low-intensity, short-duration conflicts.  This war would be 
something else.  His forces now faced a near total deployment of unknowable length.  He would 
not be able to hold some at home in order to rotate forces.  He would not have enough to do 
that, not until the initial combat phase ended, and he had no way of knowing how long that 
might take. 

Bailey was set to retire in two months, ending his time in command of Air Force Special 
Operations Command.  He knew that this new war would not only outlast his military career, but 
also probably outlive him outright.  His feeling that AFSOC would have a tough time ahead 
fulfilling all the requirements of a large war was shared, he knew, by several of his 
predecessors.  Not having enough aircraft had been a congenital condition for AFSOC since its 
birth as an Air Force command in 1990, destined always to employ forces defined as “low-
density/high demand.”  This is life as an Air Force special operator.  He reviewed the options 
with his staff and his commanders, he clearly understood that the requirements of what was 
already being called a worldwide war against terrorism would test his command, stretch his 
aircraft, and demand his people give it all they had. 
                                                
1 The author, Major General Richard Comer, USAF (Ret.), is a veteran of 16 years of assignments in Air Force 
special operations.  He commanded at squadron, group, and wing level all at Hurlburt Field, Florida.  Additionally, 
he served in assignments at the Joint Special Operations Command at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina, as the J-5, director 
of plans and policy, and as the deputy commanding general.  He served in the Pentagon as deputy assistant secretary 
of defense for policy and missions under the assistant secretary of defense for special operations.  On September 11, 
2001 he was the vice commander of U.S. Air Force Special Operations Command. 
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ORIGINS OF AFSOC FIXED-WING CAPABILITIES 
U.S. Special Operations Command and all of its components were created in the 1980s from 
existing forces in the Army, Navy, and Air Force.  Congress and others believed these special 
operations forces had been neglected, under-funded, and atrophied since Vietnam.  With the 
passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Department Reorganization Act of 1986 together 
with the Nunn-Cohen Amendment, Congress created SOCOM in 1987, kluging together units 
already designated as special operations forces into the joint command headquartered at 
MacDill AFB, in Tampa, Florida.2 

Agreements between the new command and the services formalized the shared funding 
of aircraft and personnel.  The agreements on how to fund new aircraft procurements meant 
that the SOCOM budget would not need to be too large, something the services considered 
important at that time of shrinking service budgets and the need to create the SOCOM budget in 
a zero-sum exercise of subtraction from the services.2     

Initially, the Air Force component of SOCOM was the 23rd Air Force, a numbered air 
force in the Military Airlift Command (MAC), which was, at the time, a miscellaneous grouping of 
non-strategic airlift assets.  Headquartered at Scott AFB, Illinois, it began immediately to plan its 
move to Hurlburt Field in Florida where most of the special operation air assets were stationed.  
Several assets, such as C-21s and C-9s were soon transferred out of 23rd Air Force, so it could 
focus on its dual responsibilities as SOCOM’s Air Force component and a numbered air force in 
the Military Airlift Command.  Major General Robert Patterson commanded the unit.  At the 
close of his tenure, the MAC also removed the Air Rescue Service from 23rd Air Force, making 
AFSOC aircraft only those specifically modified for special operations missions.  In May 1990, a 
year after Patterson turned over the command to Major General Tom Eggers, the Air Force, at 
the urging of SOCOM, converted 23rd Air Force into a new and separate Air Force major 
command, the Air Force Special Operations Command.   

The list of aircraft inherited by the new and relatively small command corresponds to a 
listing of its missions and required capabilities.  They had been created during the Vietnam War 
for specific purposes and to operate in medium threat, low threat, and relatively permissive 
environments.  Only the Combat Talon I had been equipped with significant defensive or aircraft 
survival systems.  The list of fixed-wing aircraft types at that time is also very short:   

 
Type aircraft Mission Numbers Where 
AC-130H/A Gunship CAS/Persistent Fires 9/8(AFR) Hurlburt/Duke 
MC-130E Combat Talon I Combat Mobility/Helo Air-Refueling 14 Fl./Europe/Asia 
HC-130P Shadow Helo Air Refueling 30 Fl./Europe/Asia 
EC-130E Commando Solo Psychological Operations 7 Pennsylvania 

TABLE 1:  AFSOC airplanes, 1990 
 

The A-model gunships, the oldest C-130s in the USAF at the time and carrying rapid-fire 
gatling guns were stationed at Duke Field in the Air Force Reserves.  They would see their last 

                                                
2 As detailed in several works, the best of which I consider to be Susan Marquis’ Unconventional Warfare: 
Rebuilding U.S. Special Operations Forces.  See also James Locher’s, Victory on the Potomac: the Goldwater-
Nichols Act Unifies the Pentagon, which cites the failure at Desert One as a primary catalyst.  The more concise 
pamphlet by William Boykin, “The Creation of USSOCOM,” contends that a primary reason for Congress to act to 
form the new joint command was a perception of dwindling aircraft numbers available for special operations. 
2 Susan Marquis, Unconventional Warfare: Rebuilding U.S. Special Operations Forces (Washington, D.C.: 
Brookings Institution Press, 1997) pp. 236-242. 
   Also detailed in James Locher’s oral presentation on the stand-up of SOCOM and the formation of its budget, 25 
April 2007. 
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action before retirement in Operation Just Cause in Panama.  The H-models, a more 
modernized gunship had computerized improvements in its targeting and sensors, improved 
weaponry which included a 105mm howitzer, and more capable defensive systems.  The value 
of the gunship was then and remains their capability of persistent close air support, laying 
repeated layers of fire on enemy positions.  Additionally, the ability of the H-model to receive 
fuel from jet tankers adds to their persistence and stretches their capability to perform beyond 
their numbers.3 

The Combat Talons, the second oldest group of C-130s in the USAF, are also veterans 
of combat in Vietnam.  They were the most capable combat mobility platform in the Air Force 
inventory at the time of AFSOC’s creation.  With a trained and ready crew, the Talons can 
approach any airfield in the world solely on its internal navigations systems, fly at very low levels 
while in weather that precludes visual separation from terrain, and land on short, narrow, 
unimproved air strips.  These aircraft had participated in the attempted rescue of American 
hostages in Iran in 1980 and led the assault on Grenada in 1983.  They are capable of refueling 
helicopters mid-flight as well as receiving fuel from jet tankers like the KC-135.  Their equipment 
allows them to penetrate weather with their terrain-following radar, and their crews train in 
precision airdrops and short field assault operations. 

The HC-130H Combat Shadow was configured for helicopter aerial refueling.  It carried 
two large “benson” tanks internally to hold more fuel than a normal C-130.  With the dual hose 
system of one on each wing, it can refuel two helicopters at once and burn the fuel it held in any 
tank to extend its own range when necessary.  At the time of AFSOC’s elevation to Air Force 
major command status, these aircraft did not have the ability to receive fuel from jet tankers in 
flight.  This condition turned out to be a serious limitation in Operation Just Cause in which a 
medium-sized fleet (15) of helicopters required support from Hurlburt to Panama, 12 hours of 
helicopter flying time.  During that deployment, every C-130 in the continental United States 
(CONUS) that was capable of aerially refueling a helicopter had to fly either a primary refueling 
asset or a spare.  A major lesson learned from that operation was to make all the HCs (later re-
designated MC-130P) receiver-capable.  About half of these modifications were completed by 
the time of the 9/11 attacks. 

The situation for the EC-130 Commando Solos at the birth of AFSOC was tenuous.  The 
193rd Special Operations Wing (Air National Guard) with seven very old C-130s that had been 
equipped during the Vietnam War with equipment for broadcasting television and radio 
messages into enemy held terrain.  Its mission, to support psychological operations, was 
considered important – a core mission of SOCOM – but not high enough in priority to buy new 
aircraft, equip the old ones with defensive systems, or to modernize the broadcast gear they 
carried.  These deployed to combat in Operations Just Cause and Desert Storm.  The 193rd did 
benefit from congressional patronage, however, mostly due to its status as an Air National 
Guard unit.  At the time of 9/11, it was in the process of receiving new C-130Js to replace its old 
E-model airframes.  SOCOM remained unwilling to buy new equipment for these aircraft, and 
AFSOC was planning at that time to cross-deck the antique, analog broadcasting equipment 
into the twenty-first century version of the C-130. 

During its standing-up process, SOCOM accepted the legacy of how SOF aircraft were 
designed and procured.  Aircraft already in existence – either obsolete aircraft retrieved from the 
bone yard or aircraft still in use – would be modified into SOF variants.  From the beginning, 

                                                
3 The term “persistent fires” does not provide the best picture of gunship capability.  The gunship can and usually 
does stay with the target until it is dead.  If it is a vehicle or a building, the gunship shoots it with an artillery shell, 
and as the target degrades to individuals who escape their damaged and burning shelters, the gunship then uses the 
smaller weapons to eliminate the people.  The gunship leaves no questions behind. 
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there was little or no expectation of specific or unique procurements of SOF-only, fixed-wing 
aircraft.   

James Locher negotiated the transfer of funds from the services to SOCOM.  In his 
capacity as the second appointed assistant secretary of defense for special operations and low 
intensity conflict he created the first budget for SOCOM.  In obedience to the Nunn-Cohen 
Amendment to the Goldwater-Nichols Act that re-organized the Pentagon, SOCOM gained 
“service-like” responsibilities to organize, train, and equip SOF.  Those duties required taking 
funds and authorizations from the Air Force, the Army, and the Navy, which had built the special 
operations forces.  Locher related the story of the process at the recent twentieth anniversary of 
SOCOM.  He got everything he could in the deliberations with the services, funding normal 
operations and personnel costs of SOCOM in the 1991 time frame.4  While that process created 
the new budget and enabled SOCOM to take full responsibility for its forces and operations, the 
lack of “head space” in that budget to fund any large acquisitions would have far reaching 
consequences on the future of SOCOM’s ability to acquire specialized aircraft. 

However, the separation from the Military Airlift Command resulted in the transfer of 
several aircraft acquisition and modernization programs to the newer and smaller AFSOC.  
These programs became co-managed and the funding remained discrete, not resulting in a 
larger top-line in the SOCOM budget.  The fixed-wing aircraft that AFSOC inherited were all 
variants of the C-130, a workhorse of an aircraft found to be versatile and useable in several 
missions.  Most of the acquisition programs were more of the same: 

 
• The MC-130H Combat Talon II would update the Talon with new digital 

mission computers, modern defensive systems, new radar, and would require 
a smaller crew than the older Talon I.   

• Gunship modernization in the form of the AC-130U would provide a plane 
that could pressurize and deploy around the world much faster than the H-
model, which had to stay below 10,000 feet.  The targeting system and 
sensors would also update the systems for greater accuracy and lethality.   

• A truly new aircraft concept at that time, the CV-22 Osprey was to be a 
special operations version of the tilt-rotor being developed for the Marine 
Corps.  The ability to provide fixed-wing speeds without need of a runway 
would be a leap-ahead for SOF combat mobility. 

 
When AFSOC became an Air Force major command, these acquisition programs were 

scheduled to deliver aircraft in the 1990s.  SOCOM, with its newly forming budget, was able to 
grandfather these costs to remain with the Air Force.  Still, it was possible to see and 
understand from those aircraft buys that the new command’s future might include the possibility 
of a SOF-only aircraft.  A small number of staff members in the new Air Force component of 
SOCOM began at this time drafting up mission needs documents to procure low-observable 
technology on a special operations mobility platform.  The attempts to build eventually the MC-
X, a stealth aircraft to move SOF ground and naval forces into and out of hostile and denied 
territory, remained a classified concept (and unfunded) for 14 years.  

 
FORCE PROVIDER 
AFSOC spent the 1990s absorbing new aircraft, training new crews, and fighting big wars and 
small wars in Iraq, the Balkans, and Somalia.  After Desert Storm, the new Talons came in and 
became primary for exercises with the Rangers who wanted multi-aircraft, accurate assault 
deliveries either by parachute or on remote, dark runways.  By the late 1990s, the U-model 
gunships alternated in rotations to Italy in oversight of the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia and 
                                                
4 James Locher, conversation with author, 25 April 2007. 
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later did their first combat shoot over Serbia in 1999.  At the time of 9/11, all aircraft and most of 
the people in AFSOC aircraft had trained for combat missions and flown them in the command’s 
aircraft.  Counting their blessings, Lieutenant General Bailey and his staff knew they would send 
a veteran and ready force to the new Global War on Terror. 

During the 1990s SOCOM created an infrastructure and processes to govern 
acquisitions.  To fulfill its service-like responsibilities of providing the necessary special 
operations force structure, it needed a system to determine requirements and to fund 
acquisitions.  It took years to formulate completely the SOCOM Strategic Planning Process that 
governs the process to provide for the requirements of SOF force structure.  Its building blocks 
came in the form of Joint Mission Analysis (JMA) which projected forces against what mission 
needs could be foreseen at that time and balanced those needs against the risk that could be 
expected at lesser numbers of forces than the optimum, or “Objective Force.”  The minimum 
number of forces at which risk became unacceptably high was labeled the “Threshold Force.”5  
The minimum numbers of aircraft for the AFSOC aircraft coincidently corresponded to the 
number on hand.  SOCOM also defined “Objective Force,” higher, numbers to indicate that 
there is need for more aircraft, but has never found funds to buy or build them. 

Table 2 below lists the total combat-equipped aircraft in the AFSOC inventory at the time 
of 9/11 and deployments of forces to Operation Enduring Freedom:   

 
Type Aircraft Location Numbers Active/Reserve 
MC-130E (CT I) Duke Field 14 4/10 
MC-130H (CT II) Hurlburt/Europe/Asia 11/5/4 20/0 
AC-130H (Spectre) Hurlburt 8 8/0 
AC-130U (Spooky) Hurlburt 13 13/0 
EC-130E (C. Solo) Pennsylvania 5 0/5(Nat’l Guard) 
MC-130P (Shadow) Hurlburt/Europe/Asia 9/4/4 12/5 
MH-53M/J (Pave Low) Hurlburt/Europe 22/9 31/0 
7 Aircraft types  3 theater homes 108 total 88/ 15Res. 5NG 

TABLE 2:  AFSOC aircraft, September 2001 
 

This table, detailing as it does the various types, numbers, and locations of the AFSOC 
aircraft combines with the previous pages’ choppy and staccato descriptions of aircraft 
capabilities to give you a more complete picture of the challenges that AFSOC faced in 
providing its forces for combat.  Part of the puzzle for AFSOC with its aircraft was that each type 
of aircraft was created for a specialty all its own; hence, each type of aircraft constitutes a small 
specialized number available for its specific mission.  Each small group of like aircraft also 
requires its own specific support package to maintain its special equipment and capability while 
deployed.  In logistical support, some of the parts are common to all the C-130s, but many parts 
and components are specific to the type of aircraft, requiring specific deployment packages for 
support. 

                                                
5 SOCOM Directive 1-9 (current version dated 22 May 1997) governs the Strategic Planning Process (SPP).  It 
formalized and institutionalized SOCOM actions taken during the mid-1990s which analyzed mission needs based 
on the current National Military Strategy at the time which required forces for two major regional conflicts with a 
reserve of SOF for a national special mission.  Those earlier decisions, signed by then-Army General Wayne 
Downing established the numbers of aircraft and risk associated with them.  General Downing’s memorandum of 22 
November 1993 accepted risk at certain numbers of all SOF aviation platforms.  The minimum number or 
“Threshold Force” for AFSOC aircraft in each aircraft was defined as the number on hand at the time.  The 
threshold number of CV-22s (MV-X at that time) was set at 50.  Risk was accepted in not stationing aviation assets 
in forward, overseas areas. 
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The aircraft are all different enough to prohibit full interchangeability.  For instance, 
neither gunships, Commando Solos, nor Shadows can substitute for Combat Talons in 
providing combat mobility.  A Talon II cannot refuel helicopters, so missions that call for Talon 
capability and helicopter refueling must use only the Talon I.  The aircraft stationed in different 
theaters also create discreet requirements all their own.  Aircraft stationed in the Pacific belong 
to Pacific Command (PACOM) and can be substituted for Hurlburt aircraft going to the Middle 
East only after negotiations with PACOM to ensure some backfill of PACOM requirements.  
Additionally, missions envisioned and planned before the beginning of operations in a theater 
create a deployment laydown at the bases available at that time.  As missions change and 
adjust, the aircraft will be moved to adjust as well.  All of these variables were on Lieutenant 
General Bailey’s mind as he and his staff tackled their task as the force provider of SOCOM’s 
fixed-wing resources. 

Because of the small numbers of dissimilar aircraft, Bailey’s staff had to guard where 
each aircraft would be sent, taking care to keep each type together in as large a group as 
possible to avoid dividing unique support equipment and tools required to maintain the combat 
readiness of the aircraft.  Compounding this complexity, the AFSOC staff knew they would also 
have to maintain a minimum number of the aircraft at home station in order to continue initial 
crew and maintenance training to provide for long-term sustainment of the forces for what could 
be a war without foreseeable end. 

As operations began in early October in Afghanistan, Lieutenant General Bailey and his 
staff clearly understood the primary mission at AFSOC was that of the force provider.  Although 
he and his staff were working overtime to feed the current fight with aircraft, crews, and 
sustaining logistics, they knew they could not guarantee sufficient forces in an elongated 
timeframe of combat operations.  The long-term planners in his staff, known as the XP, were 
developing ideas on what would be needed for a war against terrorism, possibly lasting for 
generations. 

 
HELP FROM ABOVE 
As Lieutenant General Bailey prepared himself for retirement, his aircrews and airplanes 
engaged in the battle for Afghanistan.  Bailey’s request for a delay in his retirement date and 
relinquishment of command was partially granted.  He was given an additional two months.  His 
retirement and change of command would wait until mid-January 2002.  Determined that he 
would leave behind a legacy of moving toward solving the problems of an under-sized 
command with a major command’s mission, he directed his staff and used a career-long rolodex 
of contacts to begin the process to provide a more properly sized AFSOC for the future.   

The command got a push as it considered options.  The Office of the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisitions, Technology, and Logistics informed Bailey that they were 
recommending to the defense secretary that the DoD budget be re-drawn to move some money 
to provide for new aircraft.  The recommended numbers of aircraft were based on the Joint 
Mission Analysis (JMA) of SOCOM conducted in the 1990s.  The most immediate change would 
be to provide immediate funds for four new C-130 gunships and a possible addition for 10 new 
C-130 Talon IIs.  The push from the Office of the Secretary of Defense (through a Program 
Decision Memorandum or PDM) intended to move the numbers of AFSOC aircraft to the 
Objective Force as defined by the long-standing requirements of the 1990’s JMA.  The dilemma 
of SOCOM in creating numbered requirements in the JMA had always been that if the actual 
numbers were not defined as some form of satisfactory, then the priority in the small budget at 
SOCOM would be aircraft acquisitions – which could easily swallow the command’s entire 
authorization.   

Indeed, in the feverish political and war environment of the days after 9/11, DoD 
included the measure for the gunships in a PDM, which taxed the service budgets to provide the 
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funds, and funded them in under two months.  The additional funds for 10 new Combat Talons 
came during the next year’s DoD budget.6 

Bailey knew he could not now begin long-term programs that would not reach a decision 
point before his departure.  He wanted to set a quickly achievable goal that he could leave for 
his successor.  He decided that the largest need of his command after the additional gunships 
and Talons would be aircraft which would perform helicopter aerial refueling, the primary 
mission of the MC-130P Combat Shadows.  Before commanding AFSOC, Bailey had 
commanded a numbered air force in charge of much of the Air Force Reserve and National 
Guard wings that provided C-130s for tactical airlift missions.  He had a good deal of confidence 
in those aircraft, crews, and maintenance people.  He also knew at that time the Air Force was 
in the process of planning the retirement of up to 300 C-130 aircraft, a significant number of 
which were in the Air Force Reserves.  Bailey decided to seek assignment of up to 30 of these 
aircraft to AFSOC. 

In doing so, Bailey was taking what he thought would be the fastest and least costly path 
to adding aircraft to AFSOC’s inventory.  His staff began to make the necessary inquiries to both 
the Air Staff and to the staff at Air Mobility Command.  The AFSOC/XP began working with the 
SOCOM staff to calculate the cost to take regular airlift C-130s and equip them with the same 
equipment as the Combat Shadows.  Immediately, several obstacles arose.  

The 300 aircraft slated to retire were necessarily those in the worst condition.  The Air 
Force had sought for years to retire as many of those aircraft as it could, and had finally just 
recently overcome the friction from members of Congress who would see less Air Force 
Reserve and National Guard presence in their districts.  The cost of refurbishing and properly 
equipping these aircraft was also pricing high at SOCOM headquarters.  The timelines of when 
additional aircraft would be available for employment as special operations machines added to 
the level of discouragement for this course of action.  Bailey left active duty in January 2002, 
and his successor continued to look for the right way to meet the requirements of a daunting 
future. 

 
AIR COMPONENT 
Lieutenant General Paul Hester arrived at AFSOC fresh from commanding 5th Air Force at 
Yokota Air Base, Japan.  Because of a SOCOM and Air Force decision to delay Bailey’s 
retirement, Hester had lived in the Bachelor Officer Quarters at Hurlburt for two months after 
leaving Yokota.  He had used the delay to visit the AFSOC deployment sites throughout the 
Middle East and Europe.  A career fighter pilot, he was eager to learn the ways of this 
community of crew aircraft, combat controllers, and joint, night operations.  He studied the 
aircraft, their unique capabilities, their limitations, and their numbers.  His point of view was a 
new one for the long-time special operators in his staff, and his questions challenged the way 
they always thought in their dealings with SOCOM.  Hester came with a fresh approach, but he 
saw the need for aircraft that could fill the need for numbers and for capabilities that could fill 
gaps in missions his command could perform. 

Hester saw the teamwork of the crews in AFSOC as a new experience.  He could add 
much to HQ AFSOC, manned as it was with people who have spent most of their careers in the 
closed circle of special operations units.  He took over a command fully engaged in combat with 
its forces and fully engaged in developing options to increase its capability and assets with its 
staff.  Hester applied his career of experience in the combat air forces to his command. 

It was not a time, however, when full attention could be given to long-term future 
planning or projected aircraft acquisitions.  Notably, during the two-and-a-half years in which 
Hester led the command it was always at war.  Throughout 2003, the command prepared for 
                                                
6 Scott Stephens, interview with author 6 Feb. 2007. 
  Office of the Secretary of Defense, Program Decision Memorandum 2, 2 Oct 2001. 
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and fought in Operation Iraqi Freedom, which effectively required the total evacuation of aircraft 
from Hurlburt and Duke Fields including all training of new gunship or Talon I crews.  AFSOC 
suffered combat attrition over the period amounting to two Talons, one Shadow, and four of its 
Pave Low helicopters.  In addition, at the direction of the chief of staff of the Air Force, AFSOC 
participated in a study to determine whether it should include Combat Search and Rescue 
(CSAR) in its responsibilities and assume command of that mission and its resources from Air 
Combat Command (ACC).  Hester also took on the job of increasing staff support to the 
deployed SOF air components, training graduates of the special operations section of the Air 
Force Weapons School, and ensuring their inclusion in the forward deployed staffs to improve 
integration of special operations with theater air operations overall.   

He saw the need for a greater number of aircraft, the special equipment of the special 
operations variants in his command, the specialized training required to create his crews, and 
he saw a need to plan that future and directed his staff to look for the things which would 
maintain the relevance of AFSOC.  He saw no reason to replicate what Air Mobility Command 
could already do, and that command had many more aircraft.  Under Hester, AFSOC created 
the AFSOC Strategic Plan that would point the way for the longer-term future of special 
operations fixed-wing capabilities.  It defined requirements for the next generation gunship, or 
NGG, and for the future evolution of tactical combat mobility – what was envisioned to replace 
the Talons – evolving the MC-X project into the M-X. 

AFSOC coordinated with Air Force HQ to begin to write requirements for the NGG.  A 
comprehensive requirements document came together very quickly, and, although some 
wanted to make the four new gunships into prototypes for the NGG, it evolved into a conceptual 
aircraft that could not be based on a C-130 airframe.  To perform the persistent application of 
fires in the future would require a more defensible airframe, perhaps a stealthy one.  
Persistence of fires in the future would include daylight operations, a critical limitation of the 
current C-130 variant gunships. 

AFSOC’s requirement for the M-X in the form of the MC-X was actually long-standing 
but never more than minimally funded, maintaining the staff advocating it and not much else.  
Recently unclassified, Hester had his staff considered combining the M-X requirement with the 
NGG to see if a common airframe could possibly fill both voids.  The small office of people who 
worked the M-X before its declassification expected it to be a stealth aircraft, so its marriage to 
the NGG seemed logical.  The increase in the numbers of aircraft required would greatly 
increase the need for funding, but counter intuitively, might make its ability to gain support more 
probable.  A multi-mission aircraft that could be configured for either mobility or for close air 
support and strike operations would accrue a larger base of support in both the Air Staff and in 
SOCOM and probably in OSD in the wartime environment. 

Lieutenant General Hester, schooled in the larger Air Force, considered the need for 
technological advance as the primary attribute, which would ensure the relevance and utility of 
the next generation of AFSOC aircraft.  Like the strategic planners in the Air Staff, he expected 
the technological revolution and proliferating advances seen throughout society to have the 
same effect on future air defenses as they were having on everything else.  Soon, even lesser 
advanced countries and even non-nation states will have access to more and more counter 
aircraft weaponry.  Therefore, he reasoned, the future of special operations aircraft must be 
leap-ahead technology, providing SOCOM with viable mission capability for years to come.  He 
felt the need to do for special operations what the F-22 was to do for Air Combat Command: 
ensure survivability and freedom of access to all air environments. 

As Hester began to lobby with SOCOM and the Air Staff for support to the concept that 
future acquisitions needed to fulfill long-term access solutions, he was confronted with a couple 
of options.  He heard proposals from SOCOM on the dollars set aside for the additional four 
gunships and for the additional 10 Combat Talons.  This could become the seed money to get 
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started with the advanced technology for the future SOF airplane.  The AFSOC commander 
thought that in this case, something better might be the obstacle to getting something good. 

Hester set his first priority for AFSOC: fight the present war.  More “rubber on the ramp” 
he saw as the immediate need, and while the money for the new aircraft could jump start the 
development of the new SOF aircraft, he told SOCOM it would be a bad idea as he needed 
those funded aircraft as soon as they could be produced.  He felt any extended development 
program would be too late to need.  He wanted those nearer-term aircraft as a bridge to the 
command’s future.  Getting the youngest C-130Hs available from the Air Force Reserves or Air 
National Guard and modifying them into MC-130s would be quickest.  Hester and his staff felt 
these new aircraft, already funded, would provide balance and enough aircraft to cope with the 
war, while being as similar as possible to existing MC-130s, not becoming another new variant 
of the SOF C-130 which would exacerbate the existing problem of small groups of different C-
130s each with its own logistics tail. 

Hester’s preferred legacy for Air Force Special Operations Command was to be a robust 
strategy for SOCOM’s air component, justifying procurement of advanced aircraft capable of 
conducting operations day and night, in high threat areas, and carrying the payloads required by 
AFSOC’s multitude of customer units.  Colonel Bill Saier of the AFSOC staff published this 
vision in an article entitled “The Advanced Special Operations Air Mobility Platform:  The Time is 
Now” detailing the need for the M-X for future special operations missions.7  This expression 
encompassed an ideal that arguably SOCOM and AFSOC were created to achieve:  the 
acquisition of a special operations aircraft, to be designed, developed, and bought for the 
mission.  Still, AFSOC worked within a system that was not capable of that ideal due to funding 
and authorization constraints at SOCOM. 

 
UNCONVENTIONAL ACQUISITION STRATEGIES 
Any strategy to acquire new and larger numbers of aircraft for special operations must make its 
way through the maze of writing requirements, gaining agreement on the requirement from both 
the Air Staff and SOCOM, and then striking a balance on how to pay for the new acquisition.  
Always in building the force for the future, money and requirements mix to result in trade-offs.  
In the case of special operations aircraft, multiple budgets affect those decisions. 

SOCOM’s budget has more than doubled since 9/11 and will probably have tripled with 
the 2008 authorization, but it is not such that it can pay for large aircraft acquisitions.  The 
SOCOM components can acquire service-common aircraft and arrange for their service, the Air 
Force in the case of AFSOC, and SOCOM to share the costs.  For instance, to procure a SOF 
C-130 the USAF pays for the basic or service- common aircraft and SOCOM pays for the 
modifications that make it a special operations variant of the C-130.  Hence, you can see why 
the SOF mobility platforms are all C-130 variants, AC-130 gunships, MC-130 Combat Talons, 
and Combat Shadows.8 

This system of SOF procurement works if C-130 variants fill the needs.  When the 
mission requirements are for something else, perhaps something specific which would satisfy 
only a niche mission constituting only say 15 percent of the special operations mission area, the 
procurement becomes inconvenient, expensive, and bureaucratically difficult.  The post 9/11 
world has not changed that paradigm.  The unforeseen consequence of the agreement 
combined with the smallness of the SOCOM budget is that the system drives the decision.  
Decisions to buy something new are always affected by how much it costs; this system causes 
decisions to be based on how much each side can charge to the other.  Adversarial. 

                                                
7 William Saier, “The Advanced Special Operations Air Mobility Platform (MX),” The Air and Space Power 
Journal 19, no.1, (Spring 2005): pp. 26-30.  
8 USAF-SOCOM, Memorandum of Agreement, Annex A, 4 September 2001. 
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Hence, budgeting considerations for aircraft different from the C-130 will force SOF 
planners to consider first an existing U.S. military aircraft, such as the coming Joint Cargo 
Aircraft or the V-22.  How much of this new aircraft’s costs will be SOCOM’s to bear will affect 
each decision on every aircraft modification in designing and equipping the SOF variant. 

The CV-22 is a good example to see the effects of the system.  By agreement, the Air 
Force, with the large budget of a service, agreed to buy the basic aircraft, defining the Marine 
Corps MV-22 as the service-common aircraft.  SOCOM, with its much smaller amount of 
available funds, was therefore to pay for the SOF-peculiar equipment of the SOF CV-22, which 
would include extra wing fuel tanks, multi-mode radar (MMR), forward looking infrared (FLIR), 
and some advanced defensive systems.  This arrangement has meant that the Air Force would 
pay for about 80 percent of the CV-22 and SOCOM about 20 percent. 

In fact, the desire to shift costs and to avoid fighting for SOCOM's more limited funds has 
characterized AFSOC’s advocacy during the years it has tried to produce the CV-22.  AFSOC 
suggested the aircraft to ACC as the best choice for the new vehicle for combat rescue in 2000.  
If ACC had decided to buy that aircraft, the entire cost of the CV-22 would have fallen to the Air 
Force, as all the modifications would then have become service-common.  Likewise, AFSOC 
has recommended to the Marine Corps many of the SOF-specific modifications.  If the Marine 
Corps accepts any of them, then they become service-common and will be paid for by Air 
Force, not MFP-11, money.  Correspondingly, the Marines know that they can avoid 
development costs on some of the modifications they might want, as long as they do not decide 
to include those things on the MV-22 until after SOCOM has developed and tested the item.  In 
the case of this aircraft with all its inherent delays, such funding maneuvers only have made it 
take longer to get the capability fielded.9 

Consider how this system of shared cost would affect the possible procurement of a new 
and highly advanced aircraft not based on an existing design.  The M-X, which AFSOC wrote 
requirements for during the 1990s and tried valiantly to gain support for after 9/11 and especially 
during Paul Hester’s tenure as AFSOC commander, would be a SOF peculiar- project from start 
to finish.  The cost, solely borne by SOCOM with its MFP-11 money, would close out all other 
SOCOM programs without specific funding action by the Congress or a giant tax of the services 
by OSD.  While most other acquisition programs for land and sea special operations forces are 
for smaller, less costly items than aircraft, SOCOM would have to delay or cancel almost all of 
those in order to fund an aircraft.  Conversely, the cancel or delay of an aircraft, even the delay 
of CV-22 deliveries by one aircraft a year, can fund a large number of those smaller acquisitions 
for the other SOCOM components.  Therefore, the friction an aircraft buy would create will 
always drive AFSOC planners to seek a service-common aircraft upon which to base their 
requirement. 

Also seen in the V-22 are all the other variables and influences that affect large dollar 
DoD acquisitions.  Congressional support can keep such a program alive when it meets 
difficulties.  That the V-22 provides significant job and dollar benefits to numerous congressional 
districts helps its chances tremendously.  That the Marine Corps has a highly involved network 
of supporters has allowed them to make known their desires even when their uniformed 
leadership must conform their recommendations to the decisions made by the civilian 

                                                
9 These are the opinions of the author who served as a special operations pilot, and squadron, group, and wing 
commander.  From 2000 to September 2002, Major General Comer participated in the process as the AFSOC vice 
commander and member of the executive committee appointed to guide the V-22 program.  This committee of 
USAF, USMC, SOCOM, and OSD membership made recommendations to steer V-22 recovery and procurement 
plans after the two fatal accidents in April and December of 2000. 
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leadership of DoD.10  SOCOM and AFSOC must ride the train or be left at the station, 
sometimes without making much input to the conductor, which remains a service. 

Compromises on aircraft performance result as well when Special Operations Command 
ties itself to an aircraft designed for other purposes.  While the V-22 has many attributes special 
operations leaders seek, the size of the cargo compartment and wingspan come from Marine 
requirements sized for the deck of amphibious ships.  While this makes the V-22 no different 
from other SOF aircraft, which also evolved from existing aircraft modified to perform SOF 
missions, it is clear that the creation of SOCOM made the development and fielding of SOF-
specific aircraft for SOF missions no more likely than before 1987.  Furthermore, development 
and procurement of expensive, modern aircraft remains the responsibility of the services.11 

Still, need should drive acquisition, and in 2005 the need came to the front through the 
process of the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) and SOCOM initiatives for re-basing all 
SOF assets worldwide.  These two forces would come together to change the environment and 
allow the new AFSOC commander to address again the future of fixed-wing air support to 
special operations forces. 

 
THE NEW ERA TAKES SHAPE 
9/11 changed the world, and, in the U.S. military, it changed SOCOM’s world most of all -- along 
with the outlook for its components.  The first results of the change in reality were the increases 
in funding to increase the numbers of Talons, gunships, and Army helicopters which took effect 
in the initial PDMs and the proposed adjustments to DoD budgets of 2002 and 2003.  These 
initial reactions were accompanied by formation of the Defense Emergency Response Funds 
(DERF) to pay for equipment and aircraft modernization modifications that previously sat for 
months or even years on “Unfunded Priority Lists.”  Later came increases in the ground forces 
assigned to SOCOM.  As noted in the February 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review, Army 
Special Forces battalions and civil affairs forces increased 33 percent since 2001.  Additionally, 
a new Marine Corps Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC) comprising 2600 troops 
was added to SOCOM’s available ground forces.  Maritime forces increased by enough SEAL 
and Special Boat Units to conduct direct action missions.12 

All was in reaction to rapid expansion and awareness of the missions that SOCOM 
forces should perform.  A consensus immediately after 9/11 that the war against terrorism would 
be special operations intensive continuously expanded in vision and scope.  Well known and 
widely reported have been assignments of a worldwide synchronization of counterterrorism 
missions.  As also noted in the QDR, DoD changed the Unified Command Plan in 2004, 
designating SOCOM as the “lead combatant command for planning synchronizing, and 
executing global operations against terrorist networks.”13 

As SOCOM expanded its view toward orchestrating simultaneous operations across all 
theaters, it had also to consider various levels of conflict throughout the regions of the globe.  
The expansion of its responsibilities combined also with the evolving perceptions of the threat of 
                                                
10 This occurred in the early 1990s when then-Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney withdrew his support for 
developing and purchasing the V-22 for the USMC.  Congressional action maintained funding and the aircraft has 
recently been approved for full-rate production.  The Marine Corps plans to deploy it into combat within the next 
year. 
11 On 2 July 1991, the author, then-Lieutenant Colonel Richard Comer, briefed Secretary Cheney, National Security 
Advisor Brent Scowcroft, and Major General Wayne Downing on missions flown by helicopters in the first Gulf 
War.  The Secretary asked how helicopters can be made to perform better and to fly faster.  When he heard that a 
tilt-rotor or hybrid aircraft would be the only way to increase speed significantly over current helicopters, he 
responded, “I know you special ops guys need the capability and the V-22 would be the right answer for you, but the 
Marines don’t need it, and it is too expensive to buy just for SOF.  I had to cancel it.” 
12 U.S. Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review, February 2006, pp.44-45. 
13 Ibid., p.44. 
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terror networks and the prospects of a truly generations-long conflict against violent extremism.  
This sense of enlarged responsibilities and expanding threats led SOCOM to adjust its vision 
and strategy in basing and training its forces. 

In creating what has been called the Global SOF Posture, SOCOM has announced 
plans to bring back to the continental United States much of the special operations forces that 
have been permanently stationed overseas.  These forces will then schedule regular 
deployments to overseas locations to train and become culturally proficient in targeted regions 
to prepare for missions in the Long War.  These deployments, called “presence for purpose,” 
will place all of SOF on training and deployment cycles similar to those of Navy, Marine Corps, 
and air expeditionary forces.  The basics of this rotating deployment structure for SOCOM is 
that there will be four elements of a particular force:  one deployed, one training jointly in pre-
deployment, one in unit training, and one in re-constitution or having just returned home from 
deployment and at rest.14 

The training and operational benefits of the proposed system of the Global SOF Posture 
are enormous.  It enables joint basing of SOF in CONUS, or at least joint training bases where 
all the various SOF elements can train together and form joint teams.  These joint teams of SOF 
will know one another well even before they travel overseas for extended training and 
operations.  Their expertise in the specific theater where they will go will be enhanced as they 
live and train together in those environments.  These teams will become culturally proficient as 
they train with and help prepare foreign SOF or conventional forces.  As they make repeated 
trips around the training and deployment cycle, they will become the global scouts and 
ambassadors that our country needs throughout the world during the Long War.  Of course, 
these goals are not new, but SOF in the numbers, with the funding, authorities, and 
responsibilities to accomplish it will be new.  For AFSOC to play its full role in the new era will 
be exciting, challenging, and will provide the opportunity to fix its perennial problem of too-low 
numbers. 

 
COPING WITH LOW NUMBERS OF AIRCRAFT AS REQUIREMENTS GROW 
Air Force special operators always have had fewer aircraft than they had missions, locations, 
and sorties required.  To cope with the situation, they adapted the aircraft to do increasingly 
more.  The multi-use code of putting the “M” in the MC-130 is more than a claim; it is an intent, a 
necessity to deal with many needs.  Over the years, AFSOC has added in-flight refueling to the 
Shadows and gunships to give them more time and fuel for their mission.  It has added air-
refueling hoses to the Talons, and it has added defensive systems to make the supposed non-
penetrating tanker Shadows more capable to become what is called “Talon-minus.”  Already, 
the in-flight refueling modification allowed taking out the internal Benson tanks from the 
Shadows, and now the command proposes installing the cargo handling systems to fully use the 
Shadows as cargo carriers.  The MC-130W, originally meant to be additional Talons, has the 
                                                
14 From the 2006 USSOCOM Strategic Communication: 

• Future SOF posture supports both Direct and Indirect capacities 
• More available SOF, moral capability and more flexible support to the Geographic Combatant 

Commanders 
• Supports the Global WOT Framework for Regional Engagement through long range planning 
• Increased speed and agility to shift forces globally in support of the Global War on Terror 
• Allows for intensive global SOF management in order to maximize the effectiveness of high 

demand/low density assets 
• Marries up joint SOF in training and deployment preparation prior to the deployment 
• Better trained, joint forces that maintain a continuous presence 
• Provides a rotational, joint and tailored U.S.-based Force to Theaters; This builds flexible, capable, 

deployable organizations 
• Allows for a more structured deployment schedule; easier on the families 
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helicopter refueling hoses but is minus the Talon terrain-following radar.  The new strategy of 
Global SOF Posture changes things fundamentally, however, making numbers of aircraft and 
not numbers of missions one aircraft can do the paramount concern. 

The first impact of this strategy on SOF fixed-wing aircraft is that overseas combatant 
commanders in Europe and Asia will see their special operations groups move to a base in the 
continental United States.  Replacing them will be a continuously deploying, traveling team of 
land, sea, and air special operations forces performing training or operations as needed in their 
theaters.  Pending approval and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), AFSOC will take 
over command of Cannon AFB, New Mexico.  According to the command, with the EIS approval 
aircraft and crews will be stationed at Cannon even if the overseas units remain in place.  The 
western base will be valuable to the command due to access to training areas, especially desert 
training areas, and improved training availability with special operations (SEALS, Rangers, and 
Special Forces) on the West Coast.15 

The second impact of the Global SOF Posture (GSP) decision on aircraft is much more 
challenging:  there are not enough aircraft, not by a long shot.  The decisions of 1997 to accept 
risk in numbers and setting the Threshold Force levels were based on the two major regional 
conflicts scenario as outlined in the National Military Strategy of that time.  This new strategy of 
GSP and a long war against extremist terrorism includes global presence operations, constantly 
moving forces engaged in partner-nation training, continuous combat operations in some 
regions, and continuous training at home station to feed the fight with a stream of qualified air 
commandos.  There are nine major mission areas in the SOCOM and AFSOC Strategic Plan for 
the Air Force component.  Not all of the mission areas include aircraft but most do.16 

Recently approved and funded growth of SOCOM land and sea forces, the adoption of a 
SOF-wide CONUS basing structure, and GSP all compel a review of the air elements and 
requirements which will require corresponding increases.  As land and sea forces are expanding 
to fulfill a four-part training and operations cycle, there is no plan yet to provide aircraft in the 
same 4:1 ratio as the other SOCOM elements.  Determining how many of each aircraft type are 
needed to fulfill the missions (persistent close air support, combat mobility, shaping the 
environment, and ISR) and cycle through with the land and sea forces will require significant 
increases in numbers.  It may be that the original Objective Force numbers based on the old 
national strategy may be enough, but such a coincidence would be surprising.  What must 
change is the old Threshold Force numbers.  The minimum, acceptable risk level cannot be 
unchanged with this strategy as with the old, two major regional conflict, raid or short-duration 
conflict strategy.  If SOCOM does not increase AFSOC’s minimum or threshold numbers, OSD 
may again have to intervene and mandate increases.  The questions asked by the QDR indicate 
as much. 

To meet the needs and provide the “presence for purpose” in the SOCOM vision will 
also involve facing up to the problems of too many different aircraft types in too small numbers 
which AFSOC has tried to cope with since its creation.  The addition of 10 additional mobility C-
130s and of four additional gunships was thought by the secretary of defense to have “fixed” the 
problem,17 but the additional missions and employment concepts developed since 2002 have 
added to the requirements.  In fact, the additional 10 aircraft was increased during the interim to 
12 in order to also replace the 5 aircraft since lost in combat. 

Many lessons learned resulted from the acquisition of the 10 new MC-130s (called “Plus 
10”) and the Combat Loss Replacement (CLR) aircraft.  When the funds were compared to the 
task of building aircraft, the money did not cover the full costs of reproducing Combat Talon IIs.  
The new aircraft are now being delivered as MC-130Ws, Talon equipped less multi-mode radars 

                                                
15 Colonel Billy Montgomery, interview with author, 6 October 2006. 
16 Air Force Special Operations Command, Strategic Plan for Air Force Special Operations, 2005.   
17 General Bryan D. Brown, conversation with author, 3 December 2005. 
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and with some, not all, defensive system.  Hopefully, and with funds permitting, these 
modifications will be added later.18  This creates still another small group of aircraft with close to 
but not exactly the same capabilities and support requirements as the rest of AFSOC’s aircraft.  
In essence, more of the same management considerations as Bailey’s command faced in 
September 2001, but with the increasing requirements of 2008 and beyond. 

Additionally, conditions in the battlefields reveal other needs for fixed-wing aircraft.  The 
C-130 variants could not operate out of some small airfields where smaller aircraft could.  
Proliferating needs for smaller, utility aircraft were growing from experiences in Iraq and 
Afghanistan.  Smaller aircraft could do some things better than C-130s, and operate at a 
savings of space, fuel, and accessibility to more places around the battlefield.  As far as 
missions, they could perform many missions, such as providing transportation for small 
numbers of passengers or cargo, providing radio re-transmission, and serving as a new version 
of the airborne forward air controller.  As the combat situation had stabilized, the air threat had 
become manageable for the use of less defended, small aircraft, especially at night.  Therefore, 
in 2004, AFSOC quickly gained possession of six small, single engine aircraft to fill these needs 
and began to establish requirements for a mix of lighter, utility fixed-wing aircraft.  Changes 
have happened quickly.  It is time for the strategy, the plans, and the force structure to 
harmonize. 

 
COMPREHENSIVE RE-THINKING 
To face these challenges, AFSOC, led now in 2004 by Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, 
began a search for any and all innovative solutions.  As Wooley took command of AFSOC, it 
was his fourth consecutive command assignment.  He had served as a wing commander of an 
airlift wing, commanded the Tanker Airlift Control Center, and then commanded the 3rd Air Force 
headquartered at Mildenhall, England.  Before the wing command at Ramstein, he was the vice 
commander of AFSOC and qualified as a gunship pilot.  He saw his new command as a great 
opportunity to face challenges.  AFSOC’s challenges require a listing to keep them in view: 
 

• Growing missions in size and number: combat mobility with C-130s and smaller 
aircraft, direct action to include air support to manhunt operations, close air 
support, independent strike operations, joint and combined training, and multiple 
theaters in which to provide simultaneous presence, cultural expertise, and 
combat capability. 

• USAF fleet-wide problems in the C-130 aircraft with discoveries of center-wing 
box cracking problems due to extended combat operations at high gross weights.  
This will result in the grounding for repair of approximately one-third of all AFSOC 
aircraft over at least the next two to three years.19 

• Eight fixed wing aircraft types of 98 total aircraft.  No single design series is 
greater in number than 23, complicating logistical support requirements which 
differ even with each model of C-130. 

• The fixed-wing capability of AFSOC is stationed in three theaters, sometimes 
making it difficult to achieve mass of forces and operational availability.  Unless 
re-basing in CONUS is approved, this will create still another need for scheduling 
work-arounds to meet the requirements of rotational SOF training of the Global 
SOF Posture. 

• Increasing problems worldwide of anti-access, requiring capability for longer 
ranges, even global reach, with tactical mobility and strike. 

                                                
18 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, speech to the Eglin-Hurlburt Community, 2 November 2006. 
19 Colonel Montgomery interview. 
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• Proliferation of technologies that make even smaller countries or non-state terror 
networks capable of having air defense weaponry of significant sophistication.20 

• Required finesse on funding for new aircraft, balancing between the budgets that 
must pay for them at SOCOM and the Air Force. 
 

IDEAS 
As with his predecessors, the new commander’s first priority was warfighting, to command and 
support the units engaged in the combat phase of the war on terror.  Next on his plate was the 
continued integration in the command of the CSAR units that had transferred from Air Combat 
Command.  After that, he needed to gain support for solutions to his new command’s 
challenges, including the next generation gunship and the M-X.21 

He got some assistance in this last task from Michael Vickers, who wrote a study for the 
Center for Strategic and Budgetary Studies, entitled “Transforming U.S. Special Operations 
Forces.”  In the study which began during Paul Hester’s time in command of AFSOC, Vickers 
concluded that an aircraft like the proposed M-X would be tremendously expensive, but also 
effective in meeting the mission requirements of the Long War and any other future 
requirements, such as a peer competitor for the United States.  To reduce the cost of each 
aircraft, Vickers proposed developing the M-X as the new gunship, combat mobility platform (or 
Talon replacement), and as a replacement helicopter tanker.  He used the 12 aircraft squadron 
as the building unit, and stated need for 10 squadrons of M-X (and NGG) style aircraft:  4 
squadrons of combat mobility, 48 total; 4 squadrons of helicopter tanker, also 48 aircraft; and 2 
squadrons of gunships for another 24.  Vickers proposed also keeping the MC-130H Combat 
Talon IIs and the AC-130U gunships for mission capability when the air threat is more 
permissive.22 

Vickers’ proposal fits almost exactly the needs that were to be outlined in the QDR the 
next year.  The QDR put in generalized terms, without numbers, that DoD and SOCOM should 
provide long-range combat mobility, provide for defeating anti-access strategies, and provide 
force structure adequate to support the newly added ground and sea forces.23  Vickers’ 
numbers call for 120 new M-X style aircraft while retaining 37 (20 Talon IIs and 17 AC-130Us) of 
the newest SOF modified C-130s.  The old, pre 9/11 numbers from the JMA totaled 110 C-130 
equivalent aircraft with 25 of them being gunships.  Vickers’ total of 157 allows for the new 
missions, increases aircraft numbers by over 40 percent from the old JMA, and provides the 
threat penetration needed to enable global operations.  A single, multi-use airframe configured 
as a tanker, a mobility platform, and a gunship would also consolidate support requirements and 
lessen the tail of logistics following aircraft deployments. 

Too good to be true?  Probably.  To design and build such an aircraft, even at this time, 
would take a good number of years.  To make the compromises which would enable it to fulfill 
all three purposes would necessitate lengthening production time.  The testing required would 
add still more years to the project.  The possibility of SOCOM bearing the full cost for such a 
developmental and acquisition effort seems more than just wishful thinking.  The Air Force 
would have to provide help, both with money and with expertise, in managing such an aircraft 
through its development.  Meanwhile, the aircraft fighting the war would be taking losses and 
would become too few for the missions probably before this new aircraft comes on line; too long 
to wait.  Vickers’ solution works theoretically on paper and over the very long-term, assuming 
such a multi-use aircraft is possible.  This course is very improbable, however, in the budgetary 

                                                
20 Michael G. Vickers, “Transforming U.S. Special Operations Forces,” Center for Strategic and Budgetary 
Assessments, August 2005, pp. 28-32. 
21 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, interview with author, 4 November 2006. 
22 Vickers, “Transforming U.S. Special Operations Forces,” pp. 30-32. 
23 Quadrennial Defense Review, p. 44. 
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environment of SOCOM-Air Force cooperation over many years, maintaining political support 
for a generation, all the while surviving changes of military leadership, priorities, and combat 
attrition. 

Lieutenant General Wooley and AFSOC got some more advice in early 2006 when the 
Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) met to review requirements across DoD for new 
concepts.  Among requirements getting scrutiny were the M-X and the next generation gunship.  
According to Colonel Tracey Goetz, USAF (Ret.), who was the AFSOC director of plans and 
programs, the Council worked to combine any requirements that they saw as similar.  Air 
Mobility Command had established a requirement for a new aircraft with short takeoff and 
landing capability, lower radar cross-section, a C-130 equivalent payload, and improved 
defensive capability called the AMC-X.  The Council combined it with AFSOC’s M-X and 
designated AMC as the lead command for the development.  Likewise, the next generation 
gunship was combined with a requirement of Air Combat Command and folded into the long-
range strike project with ACC as the lead command.  The ACC requirement will address anti-
access and long-range issues, as well as armament that may include the use of directed-energy 
weapons as well as conventional munitions and persistence.24 

Wooley found the world changing fast at this time.  The QDR was reporting out with new 
irregular warfare requirements; SOF ground forces for which he provides air support have 
increased by 40 percent; the JROC had commandeered AFSOC’s hoped for developmental 
programs; his command had now lost 10 aircraft in both combat and in training accidents since 
9/11; and the first of the new gunships and MC-130s were being delivered to his Hurlburt Wing.  
He and his staff had much to allow for and to overcome. 

Several considerations fought for priority.  What drives the minimum numbers of aircraft 
required: the Global SOF Posture with its planned deployments for purpose or the original 
numbers of the SOCOM JMA which have not yet been updated, even since 9/11?  Should 
AFSOC hold out for a leap-ahead technology or should it re-capitalize its aged and broken fleet 
with immediately available aircraft?  How does the time required to bring new aircraft on line 
affect the decision of which choice is best?  What is the relationship of AFSOC and the Air 
Force in cooperation toward such force modernization?  The QDR said that some SOF missions 
should be given to the conventional forces so that SOF LD/HD resources could focus better on 
the GWOT.25  Are there any fixed-wing SOF missions that should be transferred?  How best can 
AFSOC leverage the new direction for DoD to plan for irregular challenges and for irregular 
warfare?  How can AFSOC gain the hard-to-get budgetary support from SOCOM for its sorely 
needed modernization and re-capitalization – and for aircraft fleet increases in number?  All of 
these considerations need to be prioritized, balanced, and the solutions funded and timed for 
the needs. 

 
DEFINING THE ART OF THE IMPOSSIBLE 
Today, General Wooley has decided on some but not all of the answers.  He accepted the 
consolidations of the JROC and directed his plans and programs action officers to influence the 
requirements of the AMC-X and the long-range strike aircraft.  By accepting the merger of each 
developmental program with what is a service-common aircraft, he also avoids the task of trying 
to gain SOCOM funding support for a SOF-specific aircraft.  Both of those Air Force design and 
development programs have significantly long time lines, so Wooley directed his staff to pursue 
shorter-term remedies on the AFSOC fleet.26 

The next step was indicated by what the staff felt was the greatest need and the easiest 
to gain SOCOM concurrence.  According to Colonel Billy Montgomery, the latest AFSOC A-5, 
                                                
24 Colonel Tracey Goetz, USAF (Ret.), interview with author, 15 November 2006. 
25 Quadrennial Defense Review, p. 43. 
26 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, interview with author, 5 October 2006. 
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director of plans and programs, the conduct of combat operations over the past three years 
have revealed a need for lighter aircraft than the C-130 in supporting SOF mobility and re-
supply.  These new and growing requirements for smaller aircraft could be leveraged, they 
reasoned, and through that AFSOC can provide additional capabilities.  Some smaller aircraft 
can go to places where C-130s cannot, such as small and unimproved airstrips that are too 
narrow or cannot bear the weight of the larger aircraft.  Additionally, acquisition of small, simple 
aircraft that do not look like combat military aircraft can gain access to many places an overt 
military presence would not be welcome.  These are not meant to be covert or secret airplanes, 
just unobtrusive and able to blend in when necessary.27  

These aircraft can be a “poor man’s stealth” capability in more permissive and remote 
environments.  They can “hide in plain sight” as a mission employment concept, can be stealthy 
without being stealth aircraft, take some of the load off C-130s which are sometimes used to 
carry small loads, and can perform tactically when such missions arise.  Since, as the QDR puts 
it, much of the future will be against “irregular challenges,”28 there will be many uses for single 
engine and two engine aircraft.  They can move small teams, conduct re-supply, carry sensors 
to become day/night airborne forward air controllers, and when available perform administrative 
support. 

Smaller aircraft have long been the topic of debate within AFSOC, because they would 
be SOF-specific and could become expensive if they require lots of specialized equipment.  
Modifications for SOF-specific equipment can be kept as simple and inexpensive as possible for 
these aircraft.  As they become more often used by the special operations community, no doubt 
there will be some tension between keeping them as simple aircraft and equipping them with 
night vision, navigation, and defensive equipment.   The primary value of the aircraft will be that 
they remain unremarkable in appearance, versatile, and utilitarian.  Funding them has always 
been a sticking point, because, although not terribly expensive, they are a SOCOM-specific 
aircraft for a solely special operations mission.  OSD action has helped before in funding 
AFSOC aircraft, and will probably help once again. 

But these aircraft cannot replace or displace the need for the current variants of C-130 in 
the AFSOC fleet.  To meet the growing requirements for that aircraft, AFSOC has joined 
another existing requirement of the conventional Air Force, the rescue helicopter tanker recently 
established by Air Combat Command. 

We must note here that just as Paul Hester had spent much of his first year in command 
at AFSOC justifying the transfer of CSAR forces into AFSOC, Mike Wooley spent some of his 
first year at AFSOC transferring them back into ACC. 

Colonel Goetz, the A-5 during the interim when these forces had been part of AFSOC, 
proposed and conducted an Analysis of Alternatives for a new helicopter tanker to replace the 
Vietnam era HC-130s that perform that mission.  ACC accepted the need for replacement 
aircraft and established the formal requirement.  Simultaneous with this decision, Wooley 
gained SOCOM agreement for acquiring 37 of these aircraft, enough to replace the Talon I and 
Shadow models of its C-130s one-for-one.29 

With these moves, AFSOC and SOCOM could replace all their oldest C-130s with a 
modern aircraft configured for refueling helicopters with the same equipment for defense and 
threat penetration as ACC would place on its version.  Since SOCOM funds the crews and 
operations and maintenance already for 37 old aircraft, the costs to SOCOM would decrease 
over time with the natural reductions in costs by having the new aircraft replace the old.  The Air 
Force would fund all common equipment and the additional SOF aircraft added to the ACC 

                                                
27 Colonel Billy Montgomery, interview with author, 7 December 2006. 
28 Quadrennial Defense Review, p. 43. 
29 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, interview with the author, 5 October 2006. 
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number would decrease the cost per aircraft.  All winners here; and, AFSOC wins the support of 
both its superiors, leveraging the system to maximum effect. 

To win approval and support from both parents for even more aircraft is the next task.  
As Major General Donald Wurster put it at the National Defense Industrial Association on 27 
February 2007, AFSOC actually requires at least 60 and possibly more of these new SOF 
Tankers.  Wurster says that the missions and forces which need support across the globe justify 
the higher number, not the training requirements of the GSP. 30  However, the higher number is 
amply justified by the requirements of SOCOM’s planned Global SOF Posture and the rotational 
deployments of “presence for purpose.” The exact number will be determined by new mission 
analyses performed between AFSOC and SOCOM, taking into account three variables:  the 
number of theaters which require SOF presence (newly affected by the addition of Africa 
Command), the additional SOF ground elements which require air support in their missions, and 
the possibility of a peer competitor of the United States.31 
 These moves position AFSOC to make progress toward finally alleviating the problem of 
not having enough aircraft.  To execute the intended program a good number of things are now 
coming together to allow for modernization and increases in force structure.  Still, SOCOM has 
agreed to support the new SOF Tanker so far only to replace the existing 37 total Shadow and 
Talon I numbers.  A larger number of aircraft will create funding requirements of operations and 
maintenance costs beyond current levels – SOCOM bills to pay.  SOCOM support for AFSOC 
growth may be justifiable due to the growth in missions since 9/11 and enlarging ground forces, 
but SOCOM has not committed to supporting force growth as yet. 
 The time is right for AFSOC to push for these decisions and support, however.  General 
Paul Hester said recently that Mike Wooley is “at a very different place than I was as the 
AFSOC commander:  the C-130J has now proven itself in combat, SOCOM has gained funding 
support to expand its land and maritime forces very significantly, and the larger Air Force has 
realized its need for the new helicopter tanker, a next generation of tactical airlift in the AMC-X, 
and a new long-range strike aircraft; all requirements General Wooley has used to augment his 
plan to grow AFSOC to the level it should be and ideally with needed capabilities.  And he can 
now overcome some of the funding frictions at SOCOM as that command can now look to the 
needed growth of its Air Force component.”32 

Cosmic-like forces have lined up in favor of AFSOC in the form of the QDR, the ground 
work laid by past commanders to convince their superiors of the needs for additional aircraft, the 
growing awareness of extended warfare and its requirements, and the increases in SOF ground 
and sea elements.  SOCOM also devised its Global SOF Posture at a time when AFSOC was 
able to help the Air Force with a mission and a wing to save Cannon AFB, New Mexico.  Now, 
both SOCOM and the Air Force have reason to support AFSOC’s build of its aircraft numbers in 
order to populate the Cannon wing with mission aircraft that can fill the openings in the GSP.  
Correspondingly, AFSOC aircraft acquisitions will find support from newly supportive 
congressional delegations from New Mexico and from the states where the new aircraft will be 
produced. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
30 Major General Donald Wurster, interview with author, 25 January 2007. 
31 Joseph Clem, interview with author, 5 January 2007. 
32 General Paul Hester, interview with author, 21 February 2007.   
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Aircraft Type Location Numbers Timing 
AC-130H Cannon 8 Move date TBD 
AC-130U Hurlburt 17 In place 
MC-130H Fla./Europe/Asia 20 In place 
MC-130W Cannon 12 ‘09 
New Tanker Fla/NM 37 Increase to 61? 
EC-130J Pennsylvania 7 In place 
Light FW (1 Eng) Fla/NM 16  
Light FW (2 Eng) Fla/NM 24  
MC-130E/P Fla 37 New Tanker 

displaces these 
CV-22 Fla/NM 50 Increases to 60? 
11 Types   151 185 if increases 

approved/funded 
TABLE 3: the current plan as the aircraft come on line 

 
ADJUSTMENTS AND ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
Lieutenant General Wooley and the current AFSOC staff demonstrate a mastery of the forces 
and influences of their time.  As global counterterrorism and the GSP have made the need for 
more aircraft come clearly into view, AFSOC has used growing perceptions of its shortage to 
maximum advantage.  Their plan expertly uses the system of budgetary compromise and 
shared costs between Air Force and SOCOM to gain support from both to address the sorely 
needed increase in aircraft numbers.  They are also, however, accepting some risks in the 
direction of the future. 

Their ability to influence the development of the AJACS (formerly AMC-X) and of the 
next generation long-range strike aircraft remains to be proven.  By joining their next generation 
higher technology aircraft with those of the conventional Air Force, AFSOC accepts the risk of 
their requirement for high-technology solutions being overwhelmed by the requirements of the 
commands with much larger numbers of aircraft.  Special operations variants of those eventual 
aircraft will be possible, and a wait-and-see attitude on what those aircraft become is certainly 
justifiable, but they risk the high-tech side of the special operations mission. 

Rightfully, special operations provides two niche capabilities of aircraft, those at the 
extremes – the very high-tech and very low-tech. AFSOC’s current program rides piggy-back on 
the aircraft development programs of the conventional Air Force.  AFSOC’s advocacy of the 
capabilities needed for special operations forces may or may not be decisive in determining the 
eventual capabilities of these aircraft.  Undoubtedly, compromises will be forced on these 
programs as the costs become more predictable and trade-offs ensue to provide for enough 
aircraft for conventional air missions.  In essence, budgetary pressures and the need to fund 
numbers over incremental increases in capability may make the conventional Air Force aircraft 
less than the machines special operations might need.  A stealthy mobility platform is certainly 
possible if the B-2 is possible.  The need for stealth remains.  There may come a day when a 
very advanced aircraft for niche missions will be produced to pursue covertly – and finally – the 
terrorist enemies of our nation into their last hide sites.  Our enemies have the patience of 
generations, and our perseverance must match theirs.  Such an aircraft capability will represent 
the final recognition of the importance of special operations forces and special operations 
airmen in the strongest nation in the world having the ability to act in its own defense, any where 
and any time. 

Special operators know they must deal with the pressures of budgets.  Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Special Operations Tom O’Connell spoke of the primacy of budgetary 
considerations in development and acquisition programs just before his retirement in February 
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2007.  While pointing out that AFSOC has been under-resourced, certainly since 1992, it is also 
the last of SOCOM’s commands to gain attention for re-capitalization and expansion.  He also 
stated that the current program proposals and language in the QDR accept certain limits in 
resourcing.  He cautioned that SOF should not acquire according to budgets but should buy the 
proper capabilities.  Still, he knows there is a need for numbers as well as capability.  Our 
budgets, he said, should not limit us to either one or the other in time of war.  We must have 
both.33 

OK!  But. . . . budgets will never match needs, and SOCOM’s Air Force component has 
to make an accommodation with the reality of the budgets that exist.  By steering the middle 
course, the current version of AFSOC might get some airplanes and meet more of its mission 
requirements than any earlier version of the SOCOM Air Force component.  There is some risk 
that it might become just another version of conventional military forces and become a target for 
merging into Air Combat Command, ending the 20 year separation.   While the need to provide 
enough aircraft controls their acquisition decisions, they can also justify the existence of AFSOC 
as a SOCOM component with more than reference to the 1987 law.  

There exists an axiomatic belief among SOF operators that the people in the special 
operations forces are what create the reality of what is “special.”  The Air Force special 
operators find this especially true and point to the experiences of the first airmen who created 
capability with old aircraft in WWII in Burma or those flown in Laos and Vietnam as their 
paradigm.  In the biography of Brigadier General Heinie Aderholt, Air Commando One: Heinie 
Aderholt and America’s Secret Air Warriors, Warren Trest tells several stories of special 
missions made special only by can-do attitudes and not by equipment.  Conversely, Brigadier 
General George Gray, who commanded the Hurlburt wing in Operation Desert Storm often tells 
the story of fighting for operational control and tasking authority over the AC-130s in that 
conflict.  When sent to missions by the Air Operations Center as a conventional close-air-
support machine.  In that war, the ACs were sent into high and medium threat areas as though 
they were jet strike aircraft, experiencing near misses with SA-6s and SA-8s, while Gray 
eventually convinced the theater air component to return authority of gunship mission taskings 
to its SOF commanders.34  In one case the airplane is special because of its operator; in the 
other the special airplane was saved from conventional-ness by special operators being in 
command. 

When asked what need is there for AFSOC to exist if all the aircraft acquisitions are just 
copies – with really minor modifications – of aircraft in the conventional forces, Mike Wooley 
said the philosophy of the Air Command sustains AFSOC.  He said he knows well the airlift 
community, its pre-dispositions, and its mentality.  AFSOC is different due to the familiarity with 
its users, the intimacy of joint planning, the acceptance and mitigation of ever increasing risk in 
mission performance, and the overall sense of being part of the SOF community.35   In this vein, 
the acquisition of smaller, utilitarian aircraft as special operations aircraft is particularly 
encouraging, and indeed transformational.  The addition of the CV-22, once it joins the 
operational fleet, will likewise alter mission scenarios when in the hands of the typically 
innovative SOF aircrews.  There is similar expectation that the people of AFSOC will alter the 
view and use of the new SOF Tanker as it goes from service-common model to the version 
AFSOC will eventually produce with whatever small sum SOCOM provides for SOF-specific 
modifications.  No doubt that the aircraft will be modified continually over the years of its service 

                                                
33 Thomas O’Connell, interview with author, 22 February 2007. 
34 Warren A. Trest, Air Commando One:  Heinie Aderholt and America’s Secret Air Wars, (Washington, D.C.: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000).  See especially Chapter 6, “The Air Commandos: A Breed Apart.” 
   Brigadier General George Gray, interview with author, 23 February 2007. 
35 Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, interview with author, 10 May 2007. 
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and will diverge from the ACC variant as special operators steer its continued evolution while 
involved in special operations missions. 

Truly, the only real basis for concern in AFSOC’s planned modernization is that it is too 
modest.  Special operations airmen have been made too timid after years of finding aircraft 
acquisitions for their missions to be too hard.  The environment for special operations 
acquisitions has changed, and perhaps it has changed more than they see.  Now could be the 
time to build that very high-tech end of the spectrum in something like the M-X in the numbers 
that Mike Vickers proposed.  AFSOC’s choice of riding piggy-back on conventional Air Force 
acquisitions cedes control of the requirements to the conventional Air Force commands, 
surrendering to conventional airmen the guidance of AFSOC’s high-tech future, while AFSOC’s 
real aircraft gains will be in a carbon copy of the CSAR tanker and a few smaller, low-tech, and 
(relatively) inexpensive aircraft. 

Additionally, AFSOC and the Air Force should get involved in the Joint Heavy Lift (JHL) 
program that is looking for the right vertical lift platform for the future in DoD.  Nothing says that 
the result must be a helicopter or a tilt-rotor, and nothing says that this study’s result will not find 
an aircraft which could be the AJACS as well.  AFSOC and the Air Force should engage and 
help steer this program with an airman’s mentality and special operations requirements. 

Below is a chart that depicts a desired force for the Air Force component of SOCOM.  
The numbers in the desired column represents a consideration of all that has been discussed in 
this paper and the increases in demand created by the recent addition of Africa as a distinct 
theater.  As the current AFSOC staff has taken the ideal size of a squadron to be 12 aircraft, we 
indicate below that sometimes 16 or 14 might be the better number when considering the 
historical lesson learned that replicating aircraft to replace losses is near impossible.  The 
production of the MC-130W when replacement MC-130Hs were the intent is a particularly 
instructive experience.   Sixteen is the better number when considering CV-22s due to the small 
size of the cargo compartment, so 4 should be deployed instead of 3 with each rotation for 
presence within the context of Global SOF Posture.  Fourteen, however, is seen as the right 
number for the squadrons of the new SOF Tanker, with 3 per rotation in the GSP model. 

The M-X/AJACS will come much later in time than the SOF Tanker and it will not be 
needed or included in the GSP rotational deployments for presence.  It will be there for mobility 
of direct action and special missions; therefore, only one squadron will be needed at each 
AFSOC wing, New Mexico and Florida.  The extra 7 aircraft above those 14 ship squadrons can 
equip the training and test functions to facilitate the continuous development of the aircraft and 
crew capabilities supporting that mission.  The same is true for the next generation gunship or 
long-range strike that will replace the AC-130s. 

Additionally, included are two squadrons of the projected new Joint Cargo Aircraft, 
expected to be in the Air National Guard.  As noted by the commander of SOCOM recently, 
these aircraft can provide additional mobility capability in allowing operations at airfields too 
small for C-130s.36  Also noteworthy for the use of these aircraft is that SOF will find it 
sometimes useful to have aircraft which are standard issue aircraft of the Air National Guard, 
finding it advantageous in appearing as normal airlift and not as “special ops” in many airfields 
around the world. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
36 General Bryan D. Brown, speech at the American Association of Army Aviation, 10 May 2007, reported in 
Defense News, 17 May 2007. 
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Aircraft Type Current Program Desired Numbers Remarks 
SOF Tanker    37(MC-130E/P      64 Mobility/Presence 
MC-130H/W     32      32>>0 Mobility 
M-X/AJACS      0      35 Replace MC-H/W 
AC-130H/U     27      27 >>0 CAS/Strike 
NGG/LRS      0      36 Replace AC-H/U 
CV-22     50      76 Mobility/Presence 
Non-Std Acft     12 (1 and 2 eng.)      48 Utility/Presence 
EC-130J      7        7  Psyops/Utility 
JCA      0      24 Mobility/Utility 
MC-17      0      16 GSP/Presence 
FID37      As required As required Partner training 
    
Totals     165      296  

TABLE 4:  the Air Force component needs for the future 
 
(M)C-17s apportioned to AFSOC are a good idea.  To make the rotational deployments 

of the Global SOF Posture a reality will mean giving a number of C-17s to the effort.  The truth 
is that strategic airlift is always in short supply, SOF “presence for purpose” operations need the 
support, such deployments are required to fully engage in the indirect approach of the current 
war, and an additional 16 ship squadron will come in handy whenever there is a natural disaster 
for humanitarian airlift.  The Air Force should support the requirement, as a means of leveraging 
SOF needs to enhance the ability to justify and fund additional C-17s.  The requirement is 
legitimate, and without these aircraft being assigned to AFSOC, it will soon become normal and 
likely that the only aircraft participating in GSP deployments will be self-deployable. 

The environment that gave birth to SOCOM has evolved beyond the concept of raids or 
single event, special missions.  While direct action is part of the future, the main ingredient and 
driving force for planning has become long-term presence, partner training, and foreign internal 
defense (FID) operations.  The ability to cope with small numbers of aircraft and attending to 
one mission at a time no longer characterizes the expectations for SOF.  It is past time, really, 
for SOCOM to fully support its Air Force component in establishing a new set of numbers of its 
Threshold and Objective Force numbers, and to decide to fund the requirements.  The coming 
months’ decisions at SOCOM will establish whether SOCOM is truly matured and more worthy 
of Air Force special operations than the Air Force of the 1980s and 1990s. 

The air commandos will need to be continuously in all the theaters and will need to use 
the new emphasis on SOF to get their command equipped in accordance with the continuous 
warfare of the next few decades.  They will have to equip their small aircraft, choose when is the 
right time to retire the old aircraft as the new aircraft come on line with sufficient numbers and 
sufficient mission modifications to take over.  They will also choose when is the right time to 
push for their own high-tech options to ensure the high end missions are serviced with the right 
capabilities.  The tradition of the Air Force special operators is to “make-do,” but their legacy of 
the future will depend on making the case for increasing their command’s capability in time with 
the demands of worldwide operations and continuous SOF presence.  Special operations forces 
are truly the lead element of the current conflict, and there is no longer justification for their air 

                                                
37 The training of partner and coalition air forces will become a growing and, outside of SOF, newly recognized 
mission in the larger context of fighting global jihad and its inspired insurgencies.  This mission is one of training 
others and could go to AFSOC, which already does foreign internal defense missions, or it could go to another 
command in the Air Force, such as Air Education and Training Command or Air Combat Command.  In any case, 
such needs for aircraft as arise in this mission are for a new and different study than this. 
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element being classified “low density.”  The high demand on these forces, and the critical nature 
of their mission, calls for equipping properly for the present war that will continue for years to 
come. 
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APPENDIX IV 
 

Rotary-wing and Tilt-rotors in Air Force Special Operations Command 
Major General Richard Comer, USAF (Ret.) 

 
Question: Last fall, your deputy said that AFSOC's MH-53 helicopters will begin retiring in 2008, when you 
will only have a few CV-22s. How will you close the lift gap?  
 
Answer: First, AFSOC is getting out of the rotary-wing business.  People often assume that the CV-22 is a 
replacement for the MH-53.  It is not.  In fact, it's not even categorized as a rotor-wing airplane; based on 
speed, it's more akin to a fixed-wing airplane. It is a transformational beast for us that has wonderful 
capabilities we want to exploit in the worst way.  We want to get it into the hands of the user as quick as we 
can.  What Major General Don Wurster, USAF, was referring to was a lift shortage in the aggregate.1 
 
AFSOC IS GETTING OUT OF THE ROTARY-WING BUSINESS 
In fact, the interviewer above had it wrong.  The retirement of the MH-53 helicopters of Air Force 
Special Operations Command (AFSOC) will not begin in 2008; those retirements will, by that 
time, be completed.  Already, the MH-53 training school has graduated its last students and 
transferred its aircraft to the aircraft bone yard or to museums.  In the summer of 2007, the only 
special operations helicopters in the European Theater will fold up and ship their aircraft to 
similar destinations, and by the fall of 2008, all of the AFSOC helicopters will be similarly retired.  
The helicopters will be gone before there is a single CV-22 squadron in full operational status.2  
This is a done deal. 
 The deal being done, there is little to do but acknowledge it and understand where it 
might lead.  Air Force Special Operations Command, created in 1990 as the Air Force 
component of U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM), inherited the force mix created by 
the conventional Air Force for its role in special operations.  It also inherited a continuing debate 
about roles and missions of the SOCOM components, part of which was known as Initiative 17.  
It is a commonly shared opinion that the retirements of the last Air Force special operations 
helicopters merely constitute the final execution of this initiative, now some 23 years old. 

In 1984, the Air Force and Army tried to solve redundancies at the institutional level with 
a controversial agreement called Initiative 17.  This was 1 of the 31 initiatives the two chiefs of 
staff of the Army and Air Force believed would make progress toward inter-service cooperation 
and sort out who should do what in special operations in the aftermath of the failed attempt to 
rescue American hostages held in Iran in 1980.  The 17th initiative stated that the Army would 
assume responsibility for and perform all special operations helicopter missions and the Air 
Force would transfer its HH-53 Pave Low helicopters to the Army.  The Air Force would also 
retain Combat Search and Rescue (CSAR) as an Air Force mission.3 

Twenty-three years later, the Pave Lows have never been transferred as suggested in 
the initiative.  In number, they grew from 9 to 41, during that time, and were modernized in their 
technology and their service life extended.  The Air Force not only added to the number of Pave 
Lows in that time period, it also added 10 MH-60s to its fleet of special operations helicopters 

                                                
1Lieutenant General Michael Wooley, interview with Gail Putrich, printed in Defense News, 5 February 2007. 
2 The author attended the final dining out of the MH-53 school as the guest speaker.  Invitations are out for the final 
dining out for the squadron in Europe, and plans at Hurlburt for the official and unofficial retirement of its squadron 
next year are under discussion.  The author served his entire flying career as an H-53 pilot, commanded the squadron 
at Hurlburt during the first Gulf War, and left SOF after 16 years last serving as the vice commander of AFSOC in 
2002. 
3 Richard G. Davis, The 31 Initiatives: A Study in Air Force-Army Cooperation (Washington D.C.: Office of Air 
Force History, 1987), p. 56. 
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with a peak strength of 51 machines assigned to the mission during the early and middle 1990s.  
These increases were set in place before and after the institution of SOCOM, and certainly after 
the publication of Initiative 17 as internal struggles in the Air Force resulted in a movement to 
save their helicopter mission by Air Force special operators.  Richard G. Davis, an Air Force 
historian, mentions these members of the “SOF Mafia” in his book on the 31 initiatives, along 
with the delays in implementation of the initiative, which he interpreted at the time as a decision 
not to follow through. 

Along the way, the Air Force helicopters amassed an excellent record of combat 
performance from Operation Just Cause in 1989 to the current Operation Iraqi Freedom.  The 
crews have performed wonderfully, and the maintenance folks created flying helicopters when 
they were needed.  However, the actions of the “SOF Mafia” and of the heroic maintainers and 
crews of the Air Force special operations helicopters could delay implementation of the initiative 
only so long.  The last of the Air Force special operations helicopters will retire over the next 
year-and-a-half as much because they wore out as anything else.  They are replaced with 
helicopters in the Army and with CV-22s in the Air Force. 

The services, finally and with a significant assist from SOCOM, will execute Initiative 17 
by attrition.  In doing so, there have been some moments of irony, the most significant of which 
came in May of 1999 with the deactivation of the 55th Special Operations Squadron.  Helicopters 
from that squadron had, in the previous two months, accomplished two daring combat rescues 
of an F-117 pilot and an F-16 pilot in two of the most opposed combat search and rescues ever.  
While thus engaged in a combat rescue operation, the 55th turned over its duties to an Air Force 
CSAR unit so that its MH-60G helicopters could return to the United States for transfer to other 
Air Force CSAR units.  Significantly, that was the first (and only) combat operation in American 
history where all crews shot down in combat were recovered under fire, no deaths, none 
captured. 

It is also possible that the final sorties of the MH-53 could be in combat in the Middle 
East with the helicopters airlifted out of Iraq and taken directly to the bone-yard in Arizona. 

The 23 years since the initiatives were first published have been characterized by 
advancements in the technology used on all the helicopters of both the Air Force and the Army.  
As the Air Force retires its last special operations helicopters, both services have equipped their 
machines with multi-mode terrain-following/terrain-avoidance radar, sophisticated and 
integrated defensive systems, and the most modern computerized mission and navigation 
systems increasingly capable of receiving and acting on data as the battlefields they fly over 
change during their missions.  The retirement of the Air Force special operations helicopter 
offering is enabled by the growth of Army helicopters in numbers and in capability.  In that 
regard, the timing is right for the deal to be done. 

The CV-22 is not ready, however, to take up its part of the slack on the Air Force side.  
There will be a deficit in the AFSOC’s planned capabilities that have long been anticipated at 
the time of the Air Force helicopters’ retirement.  Major General Wurster remarked at the 
National Defense Industrial Association Symposium in February 2007 that accelerating the CV-
22 deliveries may not be possible.  Acceleration would require coordinated action and 
agreement on several fronts: Air Force and SOCOM collaborative budget action, multiple 
contractors’ support, and cooperation with the Marine Corps in aircraft delivery schedules.  With 
every attempt at acceleration, one or more of the required ingredients has been missing; hence, 
no success yet. 

The current schedule will deliver 44 more aircraft over the next 10 years.  The 
prospective CV-22 fleet for AFSOC, sized as it is at an eventual 43 (with 7 others in Air 
Education and Training Command) will provide AFSOC with four squadrons of 10 aircraft each, 
the extras as test aircraft or attrition spares.  The timing requires AFSOC to find places to assign 
its special operators out of the MH-53 to other aircraft and missions; some of which will 
undoubtedly be absorbed into the conventional Air Force and some retained in other special 
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operations missions.  Most of the CV-22 crew and maintenance people will have to be trained 
from scratch to become special operators with a limited number transferred from other special 
operations missions as the aircraft drip in.4 
 
NEW DECISIONS AND DIRECTIONS 
SOCOM and AFSOC have undergone many changes since publication of Initiative 17.  All of 
these changes point in the same direction and influence the same decisions.  They lead to a 
decision of increasing the numbers of aircraft assigned to AFSOC to conduct missions in 
shaping or presence operations (supporting what’s called “irregular warfare” or “irregular 
activity”), unconventional warfare, counterinsurgency, and direct action operations. 

Up to now, AFSOC has performed these missions by having some of its aircraft 
stationed in the European and Pacific Theaters of Operation.  With the advent of the Global War 
on Terror and post 9/11 operations tempos, SOCOM has re-formulated its posture and 
approach to engaging its forces.  The recently published SOCOM Capstone Statement 
emphasizes an increasing use of the “indirect approach” and asymmetric operations in 
combating terrorism with presence operations, developing partner nation capability, 
counterinsurgency, and unconventional warfare. 

SOCOM’s projected Global SOF Posture (GSP) and plans for “presence for purpose” 
operations will give the command greater latitude and control in determining where its limited 
forces can have the most effect in combating terrorism.  The GSP is partly a basing strategy, 
stationing almost all SOF in the continental United States (CONUS) and supplying ready forces 
on expeditionary and rotational training deployments into the theaters where SOF is needed.  
This concept pairs with the recently published “Irregular Warfare: Joint Operating Concept” (IW 
JOC) to predict world-wide engagement to combat terrorist and insurgent networks.  The IW 
JOC gives some impetus to SOCOM’s GSP effort by asserting that what it calls “irregular 
warfare” is, in fact, war, and is not defined by the old label of “low intensity conflict,”5 which, 
before now, made presence and partner nation training something less than warfare in priority, 
budgets, and doctrine.  This change in the understanding of presence operations and partner 
nation training should affect SOCOM’s Strategic Planning Process. 

As SOCOM has evolved over the last five-plus years since 9/11, the programming of its 
budgets to support force structure has moved very gradually in reference to its Air Force 
component.  During this time, however, SOCOM, as detailed in its Capstone Statement, has 
programmed approximately one-third increases in its ground and maritime forces, including its 
helicopter forces in the Army component.  The growth of the Air Force component has been 
limited to the UAV and aviation advisory elements.  These elements will be valuable 
augmentations in the proposed deployments of “presence for purpose” described in the various 
SOCOM documents describing how it will use the new basing strategy of GSP.  With home 
bases in CONUS and rotational deployments overseas, the training and deployment wheel 
depicting the various stages of preparation and deployment, AFSOC will need the aircraft, air 
crews, and maintenance people to furnish air elements for each. 

The needs of systemic presence, building of coalitions, partner air forces training, and 
the training of U.S. SOF elements as an integrated force with its air, land, and sea elements 
working jointly require a new set of numbers calculations.  Historically, SOCOM based its force 
structure numbers on the probability of major regional conflicts and a national mission.  In 
essence, these force-need predications were based on short duration deployments and mission 
scenarios that could be called “raids.”  As the country and SOCOM cope with the prospects of 

                                                
4 Information distilled from multiple interviews in 2006 and 2007 with the AFSOC A-5 staff and assignments 
already made for the crews and maintenance people leaving Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, and from 
Mildenhall Air Base, United Kingdom. 
5 U.S. Department of Defense, Irregular Warfare: Joint Operating Concept, February 2007, pp. 3-6. 
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continuous global conflict to combat terrorist networks, the description of what is warfare has 
now changed.  This change to long-duration presence operations – to include developing 
network and partner capability – changes the mission fundamentally and creates a requirement 
to review and revise upward the minimum force structure numbers of Air Force Special 
Operations Command.  

In consideration of what should be the number of tilt-rotors in AFSOC, the arithmetic is 
fairly simple once a decision is made as to the size of the element of CV-22s that is optimum for 
the deployments throughout the theaters.  Some considerations involved in determining this 
number are as follows: 

 
• The CV-22 can self-deploy, carrying much of its operations and maintenance 

needs with it.  Such deployments serve two purposes really, in that besides 
moving to the deployed location, the deployment itself exercises 
responsiveness of the force to the theater involved. 

• The CV-22 is sized to fit on the deck of amphibious ships and therefore 
limited in what it can carry; therefore, between 2 and 4 aircraft will most likely 
be needed for missions. 

• Multiple uses for the aircraft will come up, as it is not limited to operations 
from runways and is shipboard compatible.  Undoubtedly, it will become 
involved in moving the deployed forces from one location to another and 
other administrative support as well as tactical mission training. 

• In consonance with the GSP, the aircraft being forward in a tactical element 
in the theaters provides commanders with immediate capability when needs 
arise for time-critical missions. 

• The aircraft is very high-tech and will make a favorable impression on partner 
nations with respect to their view of U.S. military capabilities. 

 
All things considered, this study recommends that four of the tilt-rotor aircraft go with 

each of these rotations.  Should SOCOM determine that there should be a deployed element to 
each of the geographical combatant commanders’ theater of operations, there should be a 16 
aircraft squadron of CV-22s for each.  Simple arithmetic drives a total number of 64 CV-22s for 
AFSOC to supply them to Central Command (CENTCOM), Pacific Command (PACOM), 
European Command (EUCOM), and Southern Command (SOUTHCOM).  Add another 
squadron for Africa Command (AFRICOM) and that makes 80.  The needs of the Air Education 
and Training Command training activities would be well sized at 8 to 10 aircraft and there should 
be a few extra for test aircraft and attrition spares, so the right total of CV-22 aircraft would be in 
the 90-94 range.  NORTHCOM can use the aircraft remaining in CONUS, should SOF missions 
arise in its area of responsibility. 

Of course, these numbers are daunting and represent a recommendation that AFSOC 
will need almost twice the number of CV-22 aircraft as in the current program.  Programmers 
and budgeteers will provide numerous reasons to reduce the numbers, especially since the 
aircraft is not yet operational and is yet to prove itself in battle or in performance on long 
deployments.  There is time for that, and time to increase production and to fund the final, 
increased number over the years to come and before production of the aircraft is completed.  
They might try reducing the deployment number to 3 and the corresponding squadron size to 
12, saving costs of up to 15 aircraft from the numbers above, and that could be an initial 
position.  Until it is demonstrated that 4 aircraft are needed on the deployments, the smaller (12 
vice 16 aircraft) squadron could be a useful interim or fall-back position. 

The essential point of this discussion is that the CV-22 will be part of the tactical, strike, 
direct action forces in SOCOM, and it will be absolutely essential and infinitely useful as part of 
the deploying elements in the “presence for purpose” as detailed in a plethora of SOCOM 
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documents explaining the Global SOF Posture.  Undoubtedly, these deployments will be 
essential for the long-term success of our national strategy in the global effort against terrorism 
and the building of international coalitions and networks to combat the growth of extremist 
insurgencies.  Aircraft that can self-deploy and provide organic support will quickly become 
indispensable in these activities, and the CV-22 will provide the longest list of capabilities in 
these engagements.  Lieutenant General Mike Wooley, AFSOC commander, predicts the 
aircraft will prove itself very quickly in the field, based on his experience with the initial training 
element now in AETC.  With that proof will come the need of AFSOC, SOCOM, and the 
Department of Defense to increase the numbers beyond the current program. 
 
SOME FINAL THOUGHTS 
Let’s call it mission complete on Initiative 17.  However, another initiative for the present time 
might also be a possibility.  It is unlikely, but not impossible, that the Air Force could again 
become involved in rotary-wing special operations, in much the same way as it did in the 1980s.  
The recent decision to select the H-47 as the future aircraft for Air Force Combat Search and 
Rescue will again equip the Air Force with a large, heavy-lift aircraft capable of the special 
operations mission.  The aircraft was selected for CSAR due to its proven capability in the high-
altitude and dangerous environments of Afghanistan and Iraq, the low development cost of 
selecting an aircraft already fully equipped for special operations, and the low-risk of the 
development and schedule for fielding of a proven machine.  With 141 of these aircraft in the 
proposed buy, the Air Force will have more H-47s than does the SOCOM Army component.  It 
will be possible that the versatility of those helicopters might be called on when the special 
operations aircraft are not available. 

Such an occurrence would not cause a crisis except on the part of the services’ staffs, 
which would see a roles and missions conflict and move to solve it.  The Air Force has wanted 
to keep its rescue helicopters separated from many of the missions helicopters can be used for 
in order to ensure they are ready and available for CSAR, their reason for being.  Air Force 
special operations helicopters were widely criticized after the first Gulf War for doing missions 
besides CSAR even though there was never an hour of that war that did not have the SOF 
helicopters, both Air Force and Army, standing CSAR alert as directed in the Air Tasking Order.6 

The fact is that the Army has hundreds of H-47s and a large amount of expertise in the 
employment of helicopters for all the things these very versatile machines can do.  The Air 
Force is largely a fixed-wing, space, and overall expert in air power in general.  There is room 
for the secretary of defense to direct another set of initiatives tod1ay to solve a good-sized 
group of roles and missions arguments.  Among them are the Joint Cargo Aircraft, which is 
clearly something the Air Force should guide before the Army.  The same can be said of UAV 
and UAS aircraft. 

Both services would be giving up something dear, and both services would have to work 
together in a more joint way to solve tactical airlift, unmanned vehicles, and CSAR if they were 
directed to divide these things along the lines that Initiative 17 said they would divide special 
operations 20 years ago.  As SOF now does its missions involving helicopters, the Air Force 
component provides the tanker and the Army provides the helicopter.  The two forces work 
jointly, plan the tactical mission, and execute.  It can be done.  Perhaps this is another area 
wherein SOF has done something which should then transfer into the conventional services. 

                                                
6 See first Darrel Whitcomb’s, A History of Combat Rescue in Operation Desert Storm, 2006.  See also the other 
view by General Horner in his book, Every Man a Tiger, with Tom Clancy, 1996.  There is a lot of animosity in the 
lower ranks still should someone mention that CSAR would be assigned to SOF helicopters due in the author’s 
opinion to the misperception that the command and control problems of DS/DS were seen as reluctance by SOF to 
do the assigned CSAR mission. 
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Of course, there would have to be an accommodation on command and control, 
agreement on where the alert forces sit, how they plan together, what organization has the 
authority to order the launch, what are the criteria for launch, etc.  Working out such roles and 
responsibilities is what joint forces do, and the achievement of economies of scale on helicopter 
and fixed-wing harmonies could be worth it to the country which would probably be also 
interested in giving the services more things to cooperate on and achieve real jointness.
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